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INTRODUCTION 
IN THIS paper we construct a very natural and explicit parametrix for the Dolbeault complex, i.e. 
a chain homotopy between the identity and a smoothing operator. Our construction is based on 
special properties of a, rather than on the general theory of elliptic equations. 
Its relation to other constructions and to the theory of elliptic complexes can be explained 
as follows. For a single elliptic operator between two bundles over a manifold one constructs a 
parametrix by patching together the kernels of local parametrixes. This works because the local 
kernels are essentially unique: any two differ by a smooth kernel. But for a complex this 
method fails; the difference of two local kernels is in general as singular as each of them. The 
usual way of getting around this difficulty is to reduce the problem to a single operator-the 
Laplace operator associated to a metric (cf. [2,§6]). 
For a this procedure gives a parametrix that depends not only on the complex structure but 
also on a metric. And even though very simple and explicit local kernels are known for a (the 
Bochner-Martinelli kernel), the same is not true for the Laplacian of a curved metric. 
Our first observation is that there is a very natural way to proceed without introducing an 
auxiliary Laplacian. The non-uniqueness of local kernels gives rise to a sequence of kernel- 
valued tech cochains, which we call a tech parametrix. A global parametrix can be built from 
these, as explained in 93 for the $-complex. This is the purely formal part of the theory, and the 
same argument works for any locally acyclic elliptic complex (cf. [17,§5]). 
Constructing a tech parametrix requires solving a sequence of local equations, each of 
which has an infinite number of solutiom. The main purpose of this paper is to construct 
explicit solutions of these equations which have canonical local formulas in the transition 
functions of the manifold. This is formulated more precisely in 04 in terms of an equivalent 
“universal problem”. The solutions we obtain are of a very special form, which we call “regular 
kernels” in 92. They satisfy some strong homogeneity conditions and are much simpler than the 
more general pseudo-differential kernels. Indeed, the parametrix we obtain is more explicit than 
any that can be constructed for other elliptic systems, even the exterior derivative. This reflects 
the fact that even though solving these a-equations appears to be an analytic problem, in effect 
it can be reduced to an algebraic one. 
The reason for this is that the construction of local fundamental solutions for 5 is purely 
algebraic: If f,, . . . , f. generate the ideal of the diagonal in C” x C” and g,, . . . , g, are suitable 
smooth functions in C” x C” -A such that f,g, + . . . + f,g. = 1, then an explicit formula in j,, gi 
gives a fundamental solution. The Bochner-Martinelli kernel arises from the simplest choice of 
fi, gi; cf. [12]. Moreover this construction rests on the coherence of the sheaf 9& of ideals of the 
diagonal, i.e., on the Koszul complex. It is then reasonable to expect that this method can be 
generalized to give a global solution on a manifold by exploiting the global implications of the 
coherence of ,(b&. This turns out to be the case, but not in an obvious way, and the precise 
details are rather technical. The method is outlined in some detail in 07, and the actual problem 
is solved in §§8 to 10. Sections 6 and 12 deal with the technicalities needed to handle the 
&complex with coefficients in a bundle. All this machinery is closely related to Grothendieck’s 
duality theory, as will be explained elsewhere. 
The tech parametrix gives a cochain, defined by a local formula in the transition functions, 
that represents the Euler characteristic of the Dolbeault complex. In [l] Atiyah represents the 
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Chern numbers by cochains of this type. Combining the two we obtain a direct proof of the 
Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roth Theorem [131 much in the spirit of Gilkey’s proof of the signature 
theorem[lO, 31. Namely, we give conditions that characterize the Atiyah-Chern classes, 
Theorem II of 44 and Theorem II’ of 56, and check that these are satisfied by the (a priori very 
complicated) formula given by the parametrix. This characterization of Chern classes is very 
straightforward and certainly not surprising in view of Gilkey’s Theorem. As far as the 
Riemann-Roth formula is concerned our main contribution is the derivation of an a pn’oti- 
local formula for the Euler characteristic n the Tech context. The situation here is the opposite 
of the one in the Riemannian approach to index problems, where the local formulas had been 
known for a long time and the problem was to identify them with characteristic classes. The 
Tech approach to Riemann-Roth had long been advocated by Atiyah and Bott (c.f., e.g. [4]). 
This approach also fits in most naturally with the philosophy of Gel’fand-Fuchs cohomology. 
We do not elaborate further on this point, and refer the reader to [.5,6,9]. 
Our presentation of this proof is self-contained, except for the following points. (1) We need 
the fact that the Euler characteristic can be expressed from a parametrix. This requires ome 
knowledge of topological tensor products (Kiinneth formula) and the result of Atiyah and Bott 
quoted in Proposition (1.9) contains the relevant information. (2) Invariance theory for 
GL(n, C) is used in the proofs of Theorems II, II’. (3) We assume familiarity with Hirzebruch’s 
technique of multiplicative sequences[l3] and with the Chern-Weil theory of characteristic 
classes. 
The first direct proof of Riemann-Roth was given by Patodi[l4] for Kahler manifolds; other 
proofs by direct analysis are given in [3, 111. They are all based on the heat equation and 
Riemannian geometry. But Gilkey[lO] showed that the Kahler condition, i.e. the compatibility 
of the metric with the complex structure, is essential to this approach. Ours is the first direct 
proof that is valid for any complex manifold. 
We became involved in this problem through discussions with L. Sibner and R. Sibner 
concerning their papers[lS, 161. We are very grateful to them, and to M. Atiyah, R. Bott and A. 
Haefliger, for several helpful conversations. 
This is a considerably revised version of our original paper. Some of the improvements 
announced in [18] have been incorporated here. We are very grateful to N. R. O’Brian for some 
suggestions on twisting cochains that led to the present §8 and further clarifications of the 
original argument, and to 0. Gabber for his careful reading of the manuscript and the correction 
of many technical slips. 
PI. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
Throughout his paper M denotes a complex analytic manifold of complex dimension and 
E a holomorphic vector bundle over M with fibre C”. We always assume n 2 2, since the case 
n = 1 is treated in [ 151. % = {U,} will always denote a locally finite open covering of M by 
relatively compact coordinate charts such that E/U, is trivial. Thus we have holomorphic 
coordinate maps cpa: U, +C” and holomorphic bundle isomorphisms &,: EIU, + U, X Cm. We 
write {(pea} for the transition functions of M and {I+&~} for the transition functions of E, i.e. 
cP=e =‘p&s-’ and I+Q=@: U, II U, + CL(m) is defined by I,&$-‘(x, u) = (x, &+(x)(u)). 
We use standard notations for forms, bundles, tech cochains. In particular hP*‘(M, E) = 
A”.“(M) @ E is the bundle of forms of type @, 4) with coefficients in E. If U is an open subset 
of M, A’.,( U, E) denotes the smooth sections of this bundle over U and A,“‘(U, El those with 
compact support. We have the Dolbeault complex (or &complex) over U with coefficients in 
E: 
A’.*( U, E): Ap.‘( U, E) s Ap.‘( U, E) 2 . . . - A”,“( U, E), 
and (ker 2) n A”“( U, E) is the space of holomorphic p-forms with coefficients in E, W(U, E). 
L(E) is the bundle of linear endomorphisms of E, with fibre L(C”). If a E AP”(U, E) and 
p E A’.‘( U, F), we write a A /? E A p+r.q+‘( U, E @ F) for the natural wedge product with 
coefficients in E @F. 
For each p we have the tech bicomplex C*(‘%,A’.*(E)) where 
C’(Q, AP.‘(E)) = fl A”‘(&, n * * . n U,,, E) (1.1) 
<oo...a,) 
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(product over all r-simplices in the nerve of %) with commuting differentials 6, b of bidegrees 
(l,O), (0, 1) given respectively by the tech coboundary and the Cauchy-Riemann operator. 
Let Ip,} be a partition of unity subordinate to %. Then we can define a map 
9: C’(%, AP’(E))+Ap.‘+s(M, E) 
by 
9(c’) = c .&&,,_, . . . &x&%..,, (1.2) 
OIO....OI. 
Note that this definition makes sense since the support of p_&_,_, . . . i?pmo is a compact subset 
of the set U,, rl * . n U,, on which c~~,...~, is defined. We need the following fact: 
&(c’) = (-1)“‘9(6c’)+(-l)‘9(ac’). (1.3) 
This follows from a simple computation: 
9(&z’) = 2 p4Tpm,. . &,~o (-l)icu”...i,...=r*, 
00...a,*, 
,+I 
= $-lY c P=,+,ap,,. . . ~Paoc,o...&i...p,*, 
=o.-.=.+, 
= (-1)“’ c ip,_,. . . ip_&,...a,, 
“~_._oI. 
since IQ,,,, = 1 and C& = 0. But 
,mc’) = 2 &L,. . &&, . . ..a. + (-1)‘C pm,ipc+, . . . zp.Jcq .__Olr, 
and comparing the two expressions, (1.3) follows. 
9 is related to the Dolbeault isomorphism as follows. The total complex associated to (1.1) 
contains both the $-complex A”.*(M, E) and the tech complex C*(%, V(E)) as subcomplexes. 
It is well-known that if all the intersections U,, n . . . II U,, are a-acyclic both these 
inclusions induce isomorphisms in cohomology. By composing one with the inverse of the other 
we obtain the Dolbeault isomorphism H*(M, QP(E)) A IP*(M, E). (This may differ by sign 
from other definitions.) By (1.3) the map 
@(-,)‘Y 9 : C*(%, V(E))+ AP.*(i14, E) 
is a chain map, and it is not hard to see that it induces the Dolbeault isomorphism. But we will 
not use this fact; we will work directly with 9, which is defined for any covering %. 
Characteristic classes. We review briefly Atiyah’s description of Chern classes [ 11. Let D, 
be the flat holomorphic connection for E/U, given by the local trivialization, i.e. DJ = 
$_-‘d(&,,s), where s is a section of E over U,. Then over U, fl U,, D, -Da is a differential 
operator of order 0, which we denote by &,. Explicitly &s = &,-‘($ij d$Os)$e. We can regard 
&, as a holomorphic one-form on U, n CJo with coefficients in L(E). Thus we get a tech 
cochain 0 = {&,} E C’(%,R’(L(E))) which is clearly a cocycle. We can take its powers 
8” E C”(%,QP(Op(L(E))) defined by 
%,...,, = e,,, A. . . h e_,_,_, E w(u,, n ... n u,,,@L(m. 
Given a symmetric, GL(m)-invariant linear map f: OpL(C”)-+C, we can apply f to the 
coefficients of 0’ and obtain a cocycle f(P) E C’(%,P’) by 
f(e~h..,, = f(e,,d.  . A e.._,_,,,) E w(uao n . . . n r-L,). (1.4) 
Let D be the global C” connection of type (1,O) on E defined by D = Ip,D,, and let 
K E A*(M, L(E)) be its curvature form. Then K” E AzP(M, @“L(E)) and the Chern class of E 
corresponding to the invariant polynomial f is represented by f(K”) E AZp(M). The basic fact 
that we need is that for p = n, i.e., if f is a polynomial of degree n, then 
f(K”) = 9f(e"). (1.5) 
The reason is the following. Since D is of type (1, 0), K has no component of type (0,2), and 
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thus we have K = K’,‘+ K’.O. A simple computation shows that K’.’ = Q(O) and from this it 
follows easily that f((K’.‘)“) = 9f(V’). But for p = n, (K’.‘)” = K” and (1.5) follows. 
Applying (1.5) to the holomorphic tangent bundle TM which has local trivializations 6. and 
transition functions & o’ps (. denotes the Jacobian), we obtain the following formula for the 
Chem numbers of M: 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let M be compact and let 0 E C’(%, R’(L(TM))) be defined by 
&@ = @‘(d&4 0 %d(d=s o %))& 
Then the Chem number of M corresponding to the invariant polynomial f of degree n on L(C”) is 
shf 9f(O”). 
More generally we get a formula for the mixed Chem numbers of M, E (polynomials in Chern 
classes of M and E of total weight n): 
If f is an invariant polynomial on L(C”) @ L(C”‘), then we can write f uniquely (up to 
constants) as f = X gihi where gi, hi are invariant polynomials on L(V), L(C”) respectively and 
deggi +deg hi = n. Let K(M), K(E) be curvature forms on M, E and write simply 
gi(K(M)), hi(K(E)) for the corresponding characteristic forms. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let M be compact and let e = B(M)@ O(E). Then 
1 af(e”) = c / gi(K(M)) A hi(K(E)). 
M M 
Products. If E, F are bundles over M, we write E •II F for their exterior product over M X M, 
whose fibre at (x, y) is E, OF,. If W is open in M X M, A (p.q).(r.r)( W, E &l F) denotes the smooth 
sections of IIO.~(M, E) q A”‘(M, F) over W. This is the subspace of Apacp+‘( W, E •l F) of forms 
of degree (p, q) in the first factor and (r. s) in the second factor. For each 
p r A’p.*‘.‘“*‘( W, E iXl F) is a subcomplex of the a-complex A”+*( W, E 64 F). Note that there is 9 I 
an inclusion with dense image 
AP.‘(M, E)@ A”‘(M, F)+A(p.q).(r.‘)(M x M, E •J F). (1.8) 
We write fY( W, E H F) for ker a n A(p.0’.(4.0)( W, E i% F). 
We will use the symbol “.” for all the natural pairings obtained by combining wedge product 
and trace. For example 
(Ao~“(M,E)~A”~4(M,E*))~afAo~“-4(M,E)~Ao.p(M,E)~An.n(M) 
and 
(A”.“(M, E) iS A”.“(M, E*)) @ (A”.“-’ (M, E*) kl A’.“-‘(M, E))+A”.“(M) &I A”.“(M). 
Explicitly these are given by ((Y, @ p,) 9 yY = CX, @ tr(& A yY) and (a, 0 P,.) . (yx 0 6,) = 
(- IY+q)p tr(cr, A yX) @ tr(py A S,), where tr denotes the evaluation map on E, @ EZ, E: 0 E,.. We 
will also use the composition 
A (O.q).(“.“--q)(M x M, E q E*)z A”.“(M, E @ E*)% A”.“(M), 
where A: M-+M x M is the diagonal map. 
If s e A(“.p).(n.n--q)(M x M, E !Zl E*), then s determines an 
A”.P(M, E) by the formula 
(Sa)(x) = /@ S(& Y). a(y). 
operator S: AP’(M, E)+ 
An operator of this form is called a smoothing operator and s is called the kernel of S. 
Assume now that M is compact and that S = @S, is smoothing, where 
S,: A0.4(M, E)+A0.4(M, E). If we define tr S, = (-1)’ 
I 
tr APSE, this agrees with the usual 
definition of trace on the smoothing operators of finite ra:k, i.e. those whose kernels lie in the 
image of (1.8). The following Proposition is then an immediate consequence of the elementary 
part of the Atiyah-Bott-Lefschetz formula (alternating sum formula for smooth endomorphisms, 
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[I. $71). It can also be derived in standard fashion from Serre duality and the Kiinneth formula for 
Dolbeault cohomology. x(M, E) denotes the Euler characteristic of A’.*(M, E): x(M, E) = 
x(-l)’ dim H’.“(M, E). 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Suppose S: A”,*(M, E)-+A”,*(M, E) is a smoothing operator fhat commutes 
with d and induces the identity on H”.*(M, E). Then x(M, E) = f,q trh*s. 
62. THE KERNEL OF A PARAMETRIX 
By a parametric for A”.*(M, E) we mean a linear operator K = @Kq, where 
K,: A,0.‘(M, E)+A+‘(M, E), ISqSn 
such that 
aK + Ka = 1 - S on A,O.*(M, El 
where S is a smoothing operator. 
We want to construct a parametrix of the form (KY)(X) = JyEM k(x, y) . y(y), where k E 
A@‘,*).(“.*‘(M X M - A, E RI _E*), but is singular on the diagonal. The singularities of k should be 
nice enough so that this integral converges for each x E M and gives a smooth form on M. The 
following definition describes the simplest type of singularities that we can allow in the 
construction of a parametrix (the terminology is not standard!) 
Definition. Let W be open in M x M, k E A ” *‘.‘“.*‘( W - A, E I8 E*), and r an integer. We 
say that k is regular or order r if for each (x0, x,) E W there is a neighborhood U of x0 in M and 
. finitely many coordinate maps cp,, . . , cpP. U + C” such that kl U x U - A is a finite sum of terms 
of the form 
s(x, Y) fI M@(Y) - 4%(x)), (2.1) 
i=l 
where s E A’“‘*“‘“‘*‘( W II (U x V), E q E*), each 19~ is a smooth function on C” - 0, homo- 
geneous of degree -Ai (i.e. 0,(tz) = t-%(z)) and 
zI,r2n+r. (2.2) 
We write 5?‘( W, E &I E*) for the regular forms of order r. Then 
5?‘+‘( W, E H E*) > %‘(W, E q E*). We write simply s(W) for U%‘(W, E q E*). Note that 
I 
i: %‘(W, E •ZI E*)+%‘+‘(W, E q E*). 
Remark. It will be clear to the reader familiar with pseudo-differential operators that if 
k E %‘(M x M, E HE*), r < 0, then k is the kernel of a pseudo-differential operator 
K: A=“‘*(M, E)+A’.*(M, E) or order 5 0. The following two lemmas are easy consequences of 
this fact. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let U C C” be open and k E %‘(U X V) @ L(Cm). Then 
(i) For each open subset with compact closure V of U there is a constant C, such that 
Ik(z, [)I 5 f2,ll.z - [I*“+’ for (z, 5) E V. 
(ii) Let (x, y) be real coordinates on C” x C”. Then ail “derivatives parallel to the diagonal” 
are regular of order r: 
(a/ax + a/ay)“k(x, y) E S?‘( U x U) @ L(Cm). 
Proof. Let 9 be a holomorphic diffeomorphism from U to C” and 0 a smooth function on 
C” - 0, homogeneous of degree - X. 
(i) Since je(z)lI C,jzJ-* and on compact subsets of U, /p(z)- (p(c)1 2 Clz - 51, we get 
le(cp(z)- (p(c))/ 5 Clz - II-*. Applying this estimate to each factor of each term (2.1), the 
assertion follows from (2.2). 
(ii) 
(-j$+$Je(V(Y)-P(x))=~ ~(9(4.)-9(x))(+$Y)-~:(x)). 
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But H/C?% is homogeneous of degree -(l + A) and locally we can write 
$(y) - g;(x) = c &“(X, y)(y” -x7 
for suitable smooth functions Us”. Differentiating each term (?.I), this shows that 
($+;j)k(x,y) E 92’(UxU)@L(C”) 
and by iteration the second assertion follows. 
LEMMA 2.4. If k E %‘(M x M, E q E*), r < 0, let 
WY)(X) = I,,,kk Y) . Y(Y). (2.5) 
Then Ky E A’.*(M, E) for all y E A?*(M, E). 
Proof. Since this is a local problem, we may assume that M is an open set U in C” and E is 
the trivial bundle with fibre Cm. 
First note that by Lemma (2.3) (i), k is locally integrable and hence the integral (2.5) is 
convergent. 
Since k is smooth off the diagonal, to show that Ky is smooth at x0 it is enough to check 
this for y supported near x0. We may in fact assume that x0 = 0 and that spt y is small enough 
so that x + y E U whenever x, y E spt y. We can then write 
/_k(x, Y) . Y(Y) = j)X? x + VI. Y(X + Y). (2.6) 
But any derivative (J/~x)~{~(x,  + y) . y(x + y)} is a sum of derivatives 
(J/ax + J/8y)Bk(x, x + y) $ ” y(x -t y), and by Lemma (2.3) these are all 5 const (depending on 
( > 
p, p’, y)lx - yl-‘-‘“. This estimates allows to differentiate under the integral sign in the right 
hand side of (2.6), thus showing that Ky is smooth. 
If k E 9?‘(M x M, E •! .E*), r < 0, and K is defined by (2.5), we call k the kernel of the 
operator K. 
It will be convenient to express the fact that K is a parametrix directly in terms of its kernel. 
In the language of distributions, K is a parametrix if and only if & = A - S, where A is the Dirac 
function on the diagonal. More generally we have the following lemma (M X M is given here 
the product orientation): 
LEMMA 2.7. Suppose k, 1 E %‘-‘(M x M, E Bl E*), let K, L be the corresponding operators 
and assume k = Ck,, I = Clq where k, has degree (0, q - l), (n, n -4) and 1, has degree (0, q), 




for all y E A,‘“.*“‘“.*’ (M x M, E* q E) if and only if 
aK+Ka=l-L onA?*(M,E). (2.9) 
Proof. Clearly (2.8) holds for all y if and only if it holds on the dense subspace 
A<“‘*(M, E*) @ A,“*(m, E). Suppose y = a @ p E AC”.“-’ (M, E*) @ A?‘(M, E). Then the left 
hand side of (2.8) reads 
I_.,k,(~~ Y). (aa(x)OP(r))+(-l)‘f~~M~~+l(X. Y .b(.X)O c%(Y)), 
which can be rewritten as 
1 a(x). qMk(X, Y) . P(y)+ J-p). J_k.+dx, Y). WY>. 
M 
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Thus, by rewriting the right hand side, (2.8) reads 
But this holds for all a, p if and only if (2.9) holds. 
Example. The Bochner-Marhelli kernel. On C” x C” -A, let o = w(z, <) be the form 
c. X(-l)‘@ - s’)(@- d?‘) . . .-I.. . (dr” - df”)d[’ . . . dc” 
Ii - 4*” 
(2.10) 
where the normalizing constant c. = -(- 1)‘“‘“-““2 (n - l)! (2ni)-” is chosen so that, if il(<) = 
(z, 0, then 
I 
i$w = 1. (2.11) s*“_, 
w is called the Bochner-Matiinelli kernel. 
Clearly w E 9-‘(C” x C”) since its coefficients are homogeneous of degree 1 - 2~. If we 
write w = CO,, where oq E A(“.q--L).(n.n--q) (C” x C” - A), then we get a corresponding operator 
a,: k2(Cn)+$+-l (C”). It is easy to check that w is a closed, and hence, for each z E C”, 
ito is a closed form in C” - z. If p E C,“(C”), (2.11) implies that 
lim r-O ,r_~,_t (ilw>(SMI) = dz), 
I 
With this information it is easy to check that 
A*y for all y E A,(n.*l~co.*‘(Cn X C”). 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
To prove this note that 
and this limit can be evaluated by making the change of variable 5 = 5 f z and evaluating first 
the integral over the fibre /.$I = E using (2.12). 
By Lemma (2.7) we get the well-known fact that R is a fundamental solution for a on C”, i.e., 
a parametrix in which the smooth error term vanishes: an+ fIa = 1, on A,“,*(V). More 
generally, if U is open in C”, then 
001 E E’(Ux U)@L(C”) 
and the corresponding operator is a fundamental solution for A,‘.*(U) @ Cm. 
(2.14) 
93. THE CECH iwmmwx 
The last example gives an explicit fundamental solution for the trivial bundle over an open 
set in C”. Thus for arbitrary M, E we always have local fundamental solutions on A,‘.*(U,, El 
with kernel O. E S2-‘(U, x II,, E q E*) given by o-(x, y) = ((pa X cp,)*o(x, Y) @ &-‘(X)&(Y). 
We could try to construct a global parametrix by patching these together as follows. Take 
functions pa E C”( LJ, x Urn) such that 
c p_ = 1 on some neighborhood of A in M X hf. (3.1) 
Then let k” = Cp,o, E %‘(M x M, E H E*). Applying (2.13) to pay over each U, x U, and 
summing over a we get 
(3.2) 
for all y E A, (“~*‘@‘~*)(M x M, E* H E). By Lemma (2.7) the corresponding operator K” satisfies 
zK” + K”a = 1 - Lo, where the kernel of Lo is 1” = -Zjp_w,. K” is not a parametrix since 1’ is 
not smooth. But on the neighborhood where (3.1) holds we have -C ap,w, = Z p&~~(wa -a), 
m =.8 
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and since the w, are smooth outside the diagonal, this holds on M X M up to a smooth form 
vanishing near A. Thus the only singularities of 1’ are in those points of A lying in double 
intersections U, II V, and are caused by the fact that wg -w, is in general not smooth. But 
wg -w, is a-exact, as is known from general principles and will be shown explicitly in 510. 
This suggests that we may obtain a better approximation to a parametrix by solving 
6Jj3 - 0, = &0&l for o+ E S-*( Was, E H E*) 
where Was is a neighborhood of A in (U, II U,) X (U, n Up), and adding a correction term to 
k’. In fact we can find pm with the further property that spt papa C W,, and define k’ = 
k0 - c p.a&&Q. A computation shows that the new error term L’ has kernel 1’ which satisfies 
a.8 
I’ = c p,&&_(osr -w,, + w,~) near A. 
a.8.r 
It is now clear how to proceed. Let W, = U, x U, and w.” = w,. We want, for q = 
1 ,***, n - 1, to inductively solve the equations 
(3.3) 
for w’&...._ E 3e-q-‘( W,, _.__ .+ E q E*) where W_, ...* 4 is some neighborhood of A in n Wao...~ , _ .+. A 
sequence &=(o~,o’,...,o “-‘) satisfying these conditions will be called a tech parametrix. 
Note that wZ,,...~, E A “.“-“-I( W,, ____ 9 - A, E •4 E*). In particular if we let W, ,,.,. am = f~ WoO...~ , , +
and un = 60”-‘, then w~,...~., E A”*‘( W,,...,. - A, E !R E*). By (3.3) we get %Z,...,. = 0, i.e., oZ~...~. 
is holomorphic, and since n 2 2 (and from the elementary fact that a holomorphic functions has 
removable singularities on a submanifold of codimension 2 2) it extends over A to a holomorphic 
form o:,...,. E fl”~“(W,,..,,, E Rl E*). Thus we can define a cochain K by K = trA*w” E 
C”(%, 0”) which is clearly a cocycle. 
Now it is easy to find p,, E Cc”( W,) satisfying (3.1) and such that for each czo.. . , a,, 
spt p-0. . . p-4 c W,,...,,. We can then define a map 
Ed: n A”‘*( W,+=q- A)+A”‘*+q(M x M-A) 
.aO.....CQ 
by the same formula (1.2): 
WC”) = c ppq&-, . . . &LJl,..,,. 
‘-o.....+ 
Note that if each cZ,._,, E W( W,,...,,, E @II E*) then 9~’ E Se”(M X M, E Zl E*). Moreover 
(1.3) holds on the neighborhood of A where (3.1) holds, and therefore 
~9(c“) = (-l)“‘Ed(Sc“)+(-l)?%(&‘)+cr on M x M, (3.4) 
where CT is a smooth form on M x M (depending on c) which vanishes near A. Using Ld we can 
construct a global kernel k from G by 
n-1 
k = c (-l)“D(w’) E 5?-‘(M x M, E •Xl E*), 
q-0 
and we let K be the corresponding operator. This is the desired parametrix. 
THEOREM 1. Let & be a tech parametrix and K, CO” as above. Then $K + Ka = I- S, where S is 
smoothing and its kernel s satisfies = 9(w”) in some neighborhood of A. 
In view of Proposition (1.9) we have the immediate corollary: 
COROLLARY 3.5. If M is compact and K = tr A*o” as above, then x(M, E) = IMP. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We have to compute for all y E Ac(“‘*)‘(“*)(M X M, E* ‘Z4 E) 
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The fist term of the right hand side is computed in (3.2), and for the second note that by Lemma 
(2.3) (i), 9(04) is 0(/.x - yI “+I-“‘), so for 4 2 1 we can integrate by parts JMx.CIEd(wq). & = 
~XM(ZJ(wq)). y. Therefore 
By Lemma (2.7), to prove the ftrst assertion we have to show that aE(-l)‘Ed(w’) is smooth. 
Computing each term by (3.4) and substituting the relations (3.3) we get the usual cancellations in 
the alternating sum and $(“i’ (-1)‘9(~‘)) = -9(w”)+ (+, where (T is smooth and vanishes near A. 
q--o 
But 9(0”) is smooth since W” is holomorphic, and this proves the second assertion as well. 
Remark. In the lenguage of distributions, a parametrix satisfies the equation ik = A - s, where 
A is the Dirac measure on the diagonal. A tech parametrix satisfies IX = A - gn, where 
D = 6 2 a is the total differential of the appropriate tech bicomplex. 
$4. THE UNIVERSAL PROBLEM 
We need a canonical procedure for solving the equations (3.3) explicitly in terms of the 
transition functions of M and E. The best way of stating what we mean by this is in terms of the 
following universal problem. For simplicity of exposition we describe it first for the case in which 
E is always the trivial line bundle.’ 
Let d” be the set (actually groupoid) of holomorphic automorphisms between open sets in C”, 
i.e., the set of all possible transition functions arising from complex structures on manifolds. Let 
(,pP, )b,, be the subset of (,pP,)9 of composable maps. Thus (cp,, . . . , cp,) E (dm)ZL, if and only if 
each cpi E &_ anddomq,...cp,#0. 
Let U be open in C”. Then the collection of spaces 9?‘(W), for all neighborhoods W of A in 
U x U, forms a direct system of vector spaces (under restriction) and we define 5?&‘(U) = 
lim 9?‘(W). The elements of SAr( U) are the germs at A of regular kernels of order r in U x U. 
Note that if k E 9?‘(W) and cp E r;Q., then (cp x cp)*k E 9’?‘((cp x cp)-’ W). Thus if cp: CJ+V 
we get a map (4p x cp)*: Se,‘(V) -+ 5tAr( U). 
We define a complex C*(&“, 5%‘) as follows. C”(&“, 5?&‘) = S?e,r(Cn) and for q > 0 
C“(.JZ?_ 9%‘) = n 9&‘(dorn ‘pl . . cp,) (4.1) 
(V,.....(P) 
(product over all (P,,..., cp,) C (&Zcomp). We define a coboundary 
6: C4(_&“, 9?e,r)-+C4+‘(&~, SAr) by the formula 
(&)(cpo, . . , (pg) = c(cp,, . . , cp,) + $, (-lYC(%, . . , vi-lcph . . ,%I 
+ (-l)q+‘(cp, x %)*c(%, . . ., a-1). (4.2) 
We also have the operator a: C*(&,, %‘)-+C*(i;B,, Se,‘+‘) defined by (?c)(cpl, . . . cp,) = 
i(C(cpl, *. ., (pp)). Then 6* = 0, 2’ = 0, and 62 = 28. 
Note that the Bochner-Martinelli kernel (2.10) defines an element w E Be,-‘(e”) = 
c”(d”, se,_‘). 
Definition 4.3. A universal parametrix is a sequence {w“, w’, . . . , on-‘} such that w4 E 
Cq(&“, Se,-“-‘) and is of type (n, n - 4 - I), 0’ is the Bochner-Martinelli kernel and 
&jq = a;q+‘. (4.4) 
The reason for this terminology is that {w”} is a universal tech parametric in the following 
sense. For each (4p,, . . . , cp,) E (9p,)&,, choose a neighborhood W(cpl,. . . , cpq) of A in (dom q1 . . . 
ps)* such that the germ w4(‘p,, . . , cp,) has a representative defined on W(cp,, . . . , cp,). We may 
assume that 
W(cp0,. . 7 rp,+d c wh.. . ,rp,) n n wh,. . . , cpidfb.. . , cp,) 
f-l (% x R7-’ W(cpo, . . . 1 (pq- 
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and that (4.4) holds on each W(9,, . . . , q,). Given any manifold M, let 
-4 we,. u1 = (%, x 9n,)*@Y(9LO~,, , cp,,_,J E ~-q-‘(wc>...aJ 
where W,. DI. = (%q x Pa”)-‘W(cp,,,, . . . , cp_,_,,,). Then & = {w’} is a tech parametrix for M. 
Moreover, if we let W” = &J”-‘, then we also have c,o..,, = Cp:.K(Cp wyx,’ , P~~_,~_) where 
K($‘,r . . . , cp,) = A*w”(cp,, . . . , cp,) E Cl” (dom cpI . . cp,). (Restriction to A makes sense since 
w”(9,, . . . , p,) is h&morphic and hence extends to A.) K is naturally an n-cocycle in the 
complex C*(&“, a”) defined in analogy to (4.1) by C’(&,, 0”) = IIR”(dom (pI . . . cp.) with 6 
defined by the same formula (4.2) with (9, x 9,)* replaced by 9;. 
NOW the Atiyah-Chern classes also have universal representatives in C” (~5% fY). If 9 E -&, 
let B(9) be the matrix of one forms defined by B(9) = 9-‘d9 E a’(dom 9)@ L(C”). If 
9(U) C V we have a map 9#: a’(V) @ L(C”)+n’(U) @ L(C) given by 9’(a @ a)(x) = 
(9*a)(x) @ 9-‘(x)a9(x). If f is a symmetric invariant polynomial as in 4 1, we can define a 
cocycle f(V) E C”(&, a”) by 
f(e”)(@, . . . , P”) = f((P.? . . * %)“6(PJ A. * . * cPnYO(cPn-J~ O(PJ). (4.5) 
On a given manifold M, the class f(V) defined by (1.4) is f(0”),,.,, = cp~f(V’)(rp,,,, . . , cpom_,_,.). 
Our goal is to construct a universal parametrix that has the property that the cocycle 
K =f(W’) for some invariant polynomial f. In view of Proposition (1.6) and Corollary (3.5) this 
would imply that for all compact M, x(M) is the Chern number of M corresponding to f. But 
using the multiplicative properties of x, this determines f completely (Cf. [ 13,§10] or the similar 
argument for the signature in [3, QS]): f = Y where Y is the polynomial that gives the Todd 
genus of M. In this way we obtain a very strong form of the Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roth 
theorem, which may be called the universal Riemann-Roth theorem: K = Y(On). 
To this end we need a characterization of the cocycles f(e”). We use the following 




9~(i-l)+l . . . 4m if a(i - 1) < 4) 
-1 --I if a(i - 1) > cr(i) 
(4.6) 
9~ci-1,. . . PPU,-cl 
(This is the action induced on the transition functions by permuting the coordinate maps 
9na, . . . , p_, by a.) A cochain c E C’(JS?_~~“) is called skew if 
(v)~(~)+, . . . cp,)*c(cp,“, . . . ,9,“) = sign uc(cpl,. . , rpq) for all u E S,+,. 
(4.7) 
GmN denotes the set of invertible N-jets from C” to C”, i.e., N-jets with invertible linear 
part. If 9 E ~4~ and x E dom 9, then the N-jet of 9 at x, j”cp(x), is in G,“. G,” is a bundle 
over C” x C” under the projection g -+(target (g), source (g)). Let (G.N)&,, be the bundle over 
(C”)“” of sequences (gl, . . . , g.) E (G,“)” such that source (gi) = target (gi+,). 
THEOREM II. Suppose c E C”(a’“, a”) is a skew cocycle satisfying: 
(i) There exists an N and a holomorphic bundle mup F 
(G,,N):,,, p A” TC” 
1 1 
(,.)“*, %*I) c” 
such that for all x E C” 
c(cp1,. . . , cp.)(x) = F(.jN9,(cpl.. .9”x), . . . ,jN9n-l(9nx), j”cp,(x)). 
(ii) c(cp,,. . . ,9,)=0 if one of the cpi is an afine map. Then c =f(fY) for some GUn)- 
invariant symmetric linear map f: @I.(C”)+ C. 
Note that all the hypothesis are satisfied by the Atiyah-Chern classes. Condition (i) just says 
that c is a differential operator in 9,, . . . , 9”. It alone implies, via the work of Bott and Haefliger 
on continuous cohomology [j], [6], than on any M, {cpX.c(q,,,, . . . , CP~~-~~~)) is cohomobwus to 
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a Chern class. Adding the very natural condition (ii) gives a direct characterization of the 
cocycles themselves. 
The same characterization (and proof) holds for the cocycles f(P), p <n, but we do not 
need this fact. 
55. PROOF OF THEOREM II 
Condition (ii) says roughly that c is essentially a function of derivatives of the vi of order at 
least 2. We begin by making this precise and deriving some simple consequences of (ii). 
LEMMA 5.1. Let A be an afine map and (q,, . . . , cp,) E (dm)Ek, . DWI 
c(A~,,cpz,...,(p,)=c(cp,,...,cp,), c(cp1,. . . , +A) = A*c(cp,, . . , cp,). 
Moreover, if (cp,, . . . (pi, A, CP~+~. . . , 9,) E (oP,)Z&, we also have 
c(~,, . . . , cpiA, cpi+l,. . . , cp,) = c(cp,, . . . ,qi, Avi+,, . . . , cp.). lSi<n. 
proof. Evaluate the expression SC =0 on each of the sequences (A,cpt,. . . , cpn), 
(cp,, . . . , (pi, A, (P~+I, . . . , ~1, ((PI,. . . , cpn, A). 
An immediate consequence of this is that c is invariant under affine maps: 
COROLLARY 5.2. lf Ao, . . . , A, are afine maps, then 
c(Aocp,A,-‘, A,rp,Az-‘, . . . , A,-,(p,A,-‘) = (A,-‘)*c(cp,, . . . , cp,). 
Let drB.+ be the set of all cp E ~4~ such that ~(0) = 0 and d(O) = 1. Given (cpl, . . . , (pm) E 
(99. ,am, and x E dom (p, . . . (P” we obtain a sequence in s&+ as follows. Let X. =X and for 
0 5 i < n, let xi = (pi+[ . . . q.(x), and T,, translation by xi. Define affine maps Ai (depending on 
(cp,, ‘. . , cp,) and x) by 
A, = Tx,, Ai = &+,(xi+,). . . cP.(x,)Tx,, O%i<n. 
Then we have that A;_flcpiAi E &.‘, I<i<n and by Corollary (5.2) c(cp,, . . . . cp,)= 
(A,-‘)*c(A,,-‘cp,A,, A,-‘(p2A2, . . . , A,l,(p,A.) and thus by (i) 
c(cp,,... , cp.)(x) = (A,-‘)*Fo’“(&-‘cp,A,)(O), . . . , i”(Khw4.WW. (5.3) 
We write (GmN)+ for the group of N-jets at 0 of elements of &“‘. Then (GmN)+” is contained in 
the fibre over 0 of (G,“)Z,,, and by (5.3) c is determined by F+, the restriction of F to (Go”)+“. 
From now on we write V for the vector space C”. GL( V) acts on (GnN)+ by conjugation and 
by (5.2) and (ii) we have that the holomorphic map F+: (G.N)+n_*AnV* satisfies 
F+(Ag,A-‘, . . . , Ag.A-‘) = (A-‘)*F+(g,, . . . , gn) for all A E GL( V), (5.4) 
F+(g,, . . . , g_) = 0 if one gi is the identity. (5.5) 
The underlying space of (G,“)+ is a vector space, namely we have an isomorphism, 
compatible with the natural actions of GL(V), 
(GnN)+ = 2 S’V* @ V. 
r-2 
This gives us coordinates X,i on (GmN)+: in the usual notation J = o’,, . . . , j”), IJI = j, f. . . + j., if 
g E (G,“)+ then we can write uniquely 
g’(z) = zi + c x ,._. j” (g)(z’)‘l . . . (Z”)‘“. 
ZS,J,==N 
In this way we obtain coordinates {X:“} for (C”“)+“, i.e. Xy(g,, . . . , gn) = Xi(g& We then have 
F+(g,, . . . , gn) = h({X>*})dz’ . dz” for some holomorphic function h of these coordinates. Note 
that if A E C, A # 0, then X:(A-‘gA) = A “‘-‘X,‘(g), and hence by (5.4) (with A = A-‘) we get 
MIA 1”-‘X/‘}) = A”h({Xy}). (5.6) 
LEMMA. Suppose f: C’+C is holomorphic and for some positive integers a, a,, . . , aI satisfies 
f(A”ly,, . . . , A“‘yr) = A”f(y,, . . . , y,) for all A E C. Then f is a weighted homogeneous polynomial 
ofdegree a, i.e., f(y,, . . . , YI) = Xb, ,_.. -,ylal . . . ylQ 1, where the sum is finite and ala, + . . . + alal = a. 
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Proof. (daf/dyU)(0) Z 0 only if ala, +. . . + alal = a, and since a,, . . , a, > 0 only finitely 
many Q satisfy this. 
Since all ]JI 2 2 in (5.6), applying this lemma we see that h is uniquely a linear combination of 
monomials of the form 
(x>+)“l . . . (xp)“*, al,. . . ) a, > 0, 
where 
a,(IJ,I - 1) + . . . + a,(/J,l,i - 1) = n. 
First we observe that h can only involve monomials in which 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
{k,, . . , k,} = {I,. ) n}. (5.9) 
For suppose that some k. did not appear in a monomial (5.7). Let p(X>;‘g, , . , Xi.‘,) be the sum of 
all terms of h that contain only the variables that appear in this monomial. Then p = 0 because 
p(X%“t, . . . ) X2,“,) is the evaluation of F, on the set of (g,, . . . , gn) for which all the other 
coordinates Xi,” vanish. But in this set g, is always the identity, and by (5.5) F+ vanishes on this 
set. Since p ~0, the monomial we started with must have had coefficient zero in h. 
We see immediately that the only monomials that satisfy both (5.8) and (5.9) are those for 
whichJ/il=2,ai=1,r=n,k ,,..., k, are distinct. In other words, the polynomial h is actually a 
multilinear function of the second derivatives of the gi. Thus F+ is induced by a linear map 
Fz: @“(S’V* @ V)+A”V* which, by (5.4) is GL( V) equivariant. 
At this point we must quote the following fact from the theory of invariants for GZ,(n, C): 
THEOREM 5.10. The GL( Qinuatiant linear maps @V*@V+C are spanned by the maps 
II: 0. . * @ u;F @ uI 0. . . @ u,-+ufl,(u,) . . u*,,,(u,), where (+ is any permutation of 11,. . . , p}. 
A proof of this theorem is given in Appendix I of [3]; see also [8], particularly Appendix, Part IV. 
An immediate consequence of this theorem is: 
COROLLARY 5.11. The GL( Qequiuariant linear maps Op+nV*Op V-+A”V* are spanned by the 
maps 
U:@. . . @ Up*+” @ u, 0. . . @ u, -+ U,:,)(U,). . . u&,(u,)u,*@+,, A . . . A U:@+“) 
for (+ a permutation of { 1, . . . , p + n}. 
Regarding S*V* @ V as a subspace of @V* @ V, our map F2 can be extended to a 
GL( Qequivariant map defined on all of @“(@V* @ V). Let X$:i;;..i:..j..t, be coordinates in 
@“(@“I’* @ V) with respect to a basis eil @ ekl 0 ei, 0 . . . 0 ei* 0 e*- @ eim. Then 
@“(S” V* @ V) is the subspace in which 
~~~I:i;;.~~..j,.k,.....j,.k. = ~::t~~~..k,.j,.....j..k. for 1 5 r 5 n. (5.12) 
In terms of these coordinates Corollary (5.11) asserts that the extension of F2 must be a linear 
combination of operations of the form: contract the upper indices i,, . . . , i, with half of the lower 
indices j,, k,, . . . , jn, k, and skew-symmetrize the remaining lower indices. But if the skew- 
symmetrization involves both 6, k,, then its restriction to the subspace (5.12) vanishes. It follows 
that (by changing the extension of F2 if necessary) all the operations are of the form: contract 
r,,, . . , i, with a permutation of k,, . . . , k, and skew-symmetrize j,, . . . , L. 
Thus Fz is the restriction to @“(S’V* @ V) of the composition 
@“(@‘v*@ V)-@“(v*@ V)@A”v*ZA”v*, (5.13) 
where, writing xi = yi @ wi, y, E V*, wi E V* @ V, the first map is given by 
x,~~~~~X”~(Wi~~~~~w”)~(y,h~~~hy,) (5.14) 
and f is a GL( V)-invariant map f: a”( V* @ V)+C. But in terms of g,, . . , g, E (GnN)+ this says 
precisely that F+(g,, . . . , gn) = f((dgJ(0) A . . . A (d&)(O)). 
To conclude that c is a Chern class it only remains to check that f is symmetric. First we 
observe that f is symmetric if and only if the composition (5.13) is skew in xl,. . . ,x,. Next we 
observe that the restriction of (5.14) to @“(S’V* @ V) is surjective. Hence (5.13) is skew if and 
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only if Fz is skew, and for this we only have to show that F~(s, 0. . . @ s,) = 0 if SI = S+I, 
ISiCK 
It is at this point that we need the assumption that c is skew. Since for cpI, CPZ E d”’ the 
second derivatives satisfy Dt(cp,cpz)(0) = D’~,(O) + D’q(O), the action induced on @“(s’V* @ v) 
via (4.6) by the transposition that interchanges i and i + 1 is 
S,@.’ @ s,+s, 0. . . @ s,-, @ (Si •I s,+,) @ (-s,+,) @ (Si,, + SiiZ) 0. . . @ S”. 
Hence the skewness of c implies the relation 
Fz(s, 0. . . @ si_, @ si @ si+l @ si+l@. . . @ L) 
+ Fz(s, 0. . . @ s,_, @ sic1 @ sic1 @ Si+1@. . . 0 S”) 
+ Fz(s, 0. . . @ s,-, @ sic, @ sic, @ si+z 0 . 0 S”) = 0. 
Setting first si = si+, = s~+~ we see that the middle term is always zero, hence if we set sic1 = si the 
first two terms vanish and we get Fz(sl @ . . @ s,) = 0 if Si = si+! as desired. This completes the 
proof of Theorem II. 
&THE UNIVERSAL PROBLEM WITH COEFFICIENTS IN A BUNDLE 
We discuss briefly the universal problem for the Dolbeault complex with coefficients in a 
holomorphic vector bundle. We write d,,.,,, for the set of all pairs (cp, $> where cp E d” and 
$: dom cp -+GL(m) is a holomorphic map. (&,,,)&,,, denotes the set of all ((cp,, IL,), . . . , 
(cp,, I+&)) E (sL.,,,)~ such that (cp,, . . , (p,) E (dm)b,,. There is a composition (&,,)f,,,isP.,, 
defined by (cp,, $,). (cpz, t+h) = ((P,(P~, (I), 0 (p&+GJ (the juxtaposition (4, 0 &I& denotes matrix 
multiplication. Note that for given M, E, ((pps, lLpa 0 ‘ps-‘) E d.,, whenever U, fI U, = 8, and 
the composition corresponds to the composition of transition functions of M and E over triple 
intersections U, n lJ, n U, 
dn., acts on ?Xe,@ L(Cm): if p(U) C V 
($7 44”: R%(v) 0 L(Crn)+9L(U) 0 L(Crn), 
;“,“x ,)‘:rz”, 5) 0 +-‘(z)@(5). H 
where (cp, $)“(k 0 a)(~, 5) = 
ence we can define, in analogy with (4.1) 
with coboundary 6 given by the same formula (4.2), replacing (pi by (cpi, IclJ, compositions cpi-~cpi 
by ((pi-,, I&,). (pi, A) and (cp, X %I* by (cpqv A)*. 
A universal parumetrix for bundles with fibre Cm over n-dimensional manifolds is then a 
sequence {w”, . . . , w”-‘} with W“ E C’(&“.,,, %e,-q-’ @ L(Cm)) such that equations (4.4) hold 
and U’ = w @ 1, the Bochner-Martinelli kernel (2.14). For given M, E we get a Tech parametrix 
{&“} where the value &,...~~(x, y) is 
(cl;;b(x){(cp., x (Pa,)*~4((%o‘3,, Jl O10 (Pi:), . . . 7((P‘aq_,a9, JI.,-,.,” cpiJ)Maq(Y). 
We get as before that K, = tr A*(&“-‘) E C”(&“.,,,, fin) is a universal representative for 
x(M 0. 
The mixed Chern numbers of Proposition (1.7) also have universal representatives in 
C”(,pP,.,, fY): if (cp, $) E drB,.,, let 
&,((p, $) = d-‘d+ @ $-‘d$ E R’(dom q) @ (L(C) @ L(Cm)). 
Given an invariant symmetric polynomial f on L(V) @ L(Y) we can define in analogy with 
(4.5) a cocycle f(0,“) E C”((a,.,, 0”) which represents the corresponding Chem number of 
TM@E. 
Let GZ, be the set of all pairs (g, y) where g E GnN, y is an N-jet from C” to GL(m) and 
source (g) = source (y). This is a bundle over C” X C” and we get as before a bundle (G” )” n.m cornp 
over (C”)“+‘. Also S,+, acts on (a, )’ nm camp in analogy with (4.6) and we get a corresponding 
notion of skew cochains. Finally let cht: @L(C’)+C be the invariant symmetric linear map 
defined by 
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With this notation we have the following extension of Theorem II: 
THEOREM II’. Suppose c, E C”(zZ~.,,,,fi”) is a skew cocycle satisfying: 
(i) There exists an N and a holomorphic bundle map F 
(G G):om, - F A”TC” 
such that for all x E C” 
C”(((PI, llrl), . . . , (p,, rlr.))(x) = FV(V~, W((P~. . . cp.x), . . . t i”(h Ilr,)(xN. 
(ii) c,,,(((p,, +,), . . . , (cp,, &In)) = 0 if for some i, ‘pi is afine and rlr, is constant. 
Then c, =f(tL”) for some GL(n)x GL(m) invariant symmetric linear map 
f: @“(L(C”) @ L(Cm))-t C. Moreooer, if for all m, m’ we have that 
(iii) c,+, 4(cpl, $10 @I), . . . , (Cp,, I(I. @ $0) = Cm((Cpl7 $I), . . . 7 (Cpn, B)) + cm’((cPl, @I), . . . 9 
(q_ $I)), then f = it0 k&-i for some invariant symmetric linear maps ti: @L(C”)+C, in- 
dependent of m. 
The proof is identical to that of Theorem II. We have the analogue of (5.1) for pairs (A, B) 
with A affine and I3 constant. This gives that c, is determined by the restriction of F to 




Studying the action of conjugation by (A, l), h E C*, on the induced coordinates we get that F+ 
is a multilinear function of second derivatives of the gi and first derivatives of the yi, i.e., F+ is 
induced by a linear map Fz: @“(S’V* @ V @ V* @ W @ W*)+A”V*, which is equivariant 
with respect o the actions of GL( V) x GL( W) and GL( V). Applying (5.10) (with V replaced by 
W) and (5.11) we get easily that 
F+((gl, rl), . . . , (gn, ml) = f((d& 0 dy40) A. * . A (4% + dyJ(W 
for some invariant f, which must be symmetric by the skewness of c,. 
The final assertion follows by standard additivity arguments (cf. 13, 061). 
$7. OUTLINE OF THE CONSTRUCTION 
We now proceed to the construction of a universal parametrix. The problem is to induc- 
tively find solutions w’((p,, . . . , cp,) of 
(604-‘)((p,, . . .,cp,)=~oPl,.-4d (7.1) 
which in some sense depend analytically on cp,, . . . , Q4. One’s first inclination would be to 
formulate precisely what this analytic dependence means, and then to prove a Poincart lemma 
for the action of a on the cochains that depend analytically on parameters. Both these problems 
are however quite subtle, and our approach is to reduce (7.1) to a composition of a large 
number of simpler acyclicity statements. Each individual step will be quite trivial, and the 
meaning of analytic dependence will be quite clear at each step. 
To find o’(Q) we can proceed as follows. First, if W C C” XC", let w = {Wi} be the 
covering of W-A by W, = {ci -zig 0). Let C(W, Se) be the corresponding Tech bicomplex, 
with total differential D = tech coboundary 2;. As is well known, the Bochner-Martinelli 
kernel w” and the Cauchy kernel 
1 d<’ . . . dl” 
Y” = @-+ (5’ _ *I). . _ ([” _ f) E C”-w @T 
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are homologous in this complex, i.e., there is a cochain c (Harvey’s “connecting sequence” [ 121) 
such that DC = o”- y”. Thus finding w’(q) should be equivalent to solving a combinatorial 
equation involving the Cauchy kernel, namely: 
dy 
n-l _ 
- Y” (2ri)m -I (det A (z, I))-’ det +([)d[’ A . . A dJ’” ([I-z’)...([“-2”) (7.2) 
for some cochain y”-’ E C”-*(?V, V.“) (d = Tech coboundary), where A(z, [) is an invertible 
matrix of functions satisfying 
cp(i) - cp(z) = A(z, 5)(5 - 2). (7.4) 
The two equations are equivalent for the following reason. Let 
K*(W) = A*(O( W)e’ @ . . . @ a(W) be the Koszul complex (cf. §9) with differential 
E: K’+ K’+’ given by exterior multiplication with (5’ - z’)e’ +. . . + (5” - z”)e” E K’(W). 
Then the map 
K* @ 9 + C*-‘( W, 9) 
e’lh.. k . A eip 0 k + (p _ zil). . . (p - ,+) 
is an injective chain map whose image is the subcomplex of skew cochains which have the 
simplest possible poles on the planes ci - zi = 0. Now w’, y” and c all lie in this subcomplex 
and hence can be equivalently interpreted in the Koszul complex. Next the map 
e’a h . . . h e’p @ &+A-‘e’l A . . . A A-‘e’p @ (cp x cp)*k (7.4) 
(with A as in (7.3) interpreted as an endomorphism of K’) is a chain map which coincides with 
(cp x q)* on K”@ 23 = 6%. It follows that w”- (cp x cp)* w” = D(c - cp*c + y”-‘) and that w’(q) 
can be constructed from c - cp#c + y”-’ via a suitable partition of unity in much the same way 
that we constructed a global parametrix from a tech parametrix in 03. 
We generalize this construction to solve all the other equations (7.1). First we need a 
complex in which combinatorial equations generalizing (7.2) can be formulated and solved. It is 
clear that the underlying space of this complex should be C*(.G~“, K* @ ilo.“): the cochains with 
values in the Koszul complex (cf. 9.5). The Koszul differential E acting on the coefficients gives 
a differential of bidegree (0, 1) and the problem is to complete this to a total differential. The 
natural thing to do is to define a map 6 of bidegree (1,O) by using the “action” of A+?~ on 
K* @R”.” given by (7.4) in analogy with formula (4.2). Unfortunately (7.4) does not define an 
action: (cp+)” # I,!J#~+ in general, and consequently 6* # 0. Moreover, this is not an accident due 
to a bad choice in the definitions; in fact, it turns out that the complicated nature of the formula 
for the Todd class in terms of the Chern classes reflects the fact that it is impossible to define 
an action of &!” of K* @fl”.” commuting with E. 
However, (7.4) defines an action “up to homotopy” and by introducing a whole sequence of 
correcting homotopies we will be able to complete 6 ? E to a differential of total degree one. 
The general setting for this construction is explained in 98, and the explicit details of the case at 
hand are worked out in 19. 
In this context the generalization of (7.2) is to find a cycle T = TO.” + T’,“-’ +. . . + P’ in 
C*(.@‘“, K* @ a”.“) of total degree n such that T”.” = y”, the Cauchy kernel: 
y” =(2-&e’*. . . A e” @ dc’ A. . . A d[” E K” @ @” = C”(~m, K” @ no.“). 
This problem is easily disposed of in 910. 
This “extended Cauchy kernel” T plays a similar role with respect to the universal 
parametrix as the Cauchy kernel y” does with respect to the Bochner-Mar-tinelli kernel w”. More 
precisely, let f: K* @ Q”.” + no.” C 92 be the projection on K”@ ilo.” = ilo.” followed by 
inclusion into % (i.e., f(K” @ a’.“) = 0 for p > 0 and flK” @ P” = inclusion). Then f is clearly a 
chain map: fe = if, and it is not hard to show (cf. 10.4) that there exists a map g: K* @ P” + 5p 
which: 
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(i) is a chain homotopy of f to zero: ge + ag = j, 
(ii) g(y”) = w”. 
This is a slight reformulation of Harvey’s connecting sequence mentioned above. Operating on 
the coefficients, f extends to a map 
f: c*(S!“, K* @ a”.“)+ c*(&“, KP) c c*(&, ZR,) 
and it turns out that f is still a chain map with respect o the total differentials on both complexes. 
Suppose then that we can find a map S: C*(d,, K* @ P”)+C*(d,, 9?J which satisfies: 
(i) 2 is a chain homotopy of f to zero; 
(ii) Sl(C”(& K* @ no,“)- K @ no.“) is the above map g. 
Then it follows immediately that (up to sign conventions) g(7) is a unicersal parametri.r and that 
its corresponding holomorphic ochain O” is just f(~) = T”.‘.. 
The map g, and hence the universal parametrix, is constructed in §lO. In 811 we show that 
K 
” =A* n =A* 
0 Co satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem II. In fact it turns out (although we do not 
prove it explicitly here) that the restriction (properly interpreted) of T to A is the total Todd class 
5. 
58.TWISTED COMPLEXES 
Our constructions are all special cases of the following situation. We are given a 
bigraded associative C-algebra A = @ A”’ and a bigraded C-module M = @ M” which is also an 
P4 P4 
A-module. Thus we have pairings 
A@cA+A, A@cMiM. (8.1) 
We assume that A”’ = MPq = 0 if p < 0 and that A”‘, M“’ are non-zero only for finitely many 
(possibly negative) q. We are also given C-linear maps 
D=D’+D”onA, V=V’+V”onM, 
where D’, V’ have bidegree (1,O) and D”, V” have bidegree (0, 1). 
We make the following basic assumptions: 
M is a faithful A-module, i.e., if a . m = 0 for all m, then a = 0. (8.2) 
Equivalently, A is identified with a subalgebra of the C-endomorphisms of M. 
The maps V, D are derivations with respect to the pairings (8.1): 
D(a . b) = (Da) . b + (-1)““a . Db, V(a . m) = (Da). m + (-1)‘“‘a . Vm, (8.3) 
where [al = p + q if a E A”. 
(V”)’ = (D”)* = 0 and V’V” + V”V’ = D’D” + D”D’ = 0. (8.4) 
However, we do not assume that either (D’)’ = 0 or (V’)’ = 0. In general (V’)’ will be a non-zero 
endomorphism of M of bidegree (2,0) and we assume: 
There is an element k E A”’ such that (V’)‘m = k . m for all m E M. (8.5) 
It follows that V2m = k . m for all m E M. Also a brief computation using (8.3) gives that 
(D'a) . m = V’(a . m) - a . V*m = (k . a -a . k) . m holds for all m E M, and hence by (8.2) 
D’a=k.a-a.k foralln EA. (8.6) 
Writing V’m in two ways via (8.4) and (8.3) gives k . Vm = Dk . m + k . Vm and hence by (8.2) 
that 
Dk=O. (8.7) 
In this situation we want to modify V by an element of A to obtain an honest differential. More 
precisely, we want to find an element 
a = 2 a’+,.-,, ai+ki E A’+‘.-’ 
iz, 
(8.8) 
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such that if we define V, by 
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V,m=Vm+a~m, (8.9) 
then V,’ = 0. 
Now V,‘m = V’m + a . Vm + V(a . m) + a . a . m, and from (8.5) we get that the first term is 
k . m, from (8.3) we get that the sum of the second and third is (Da). m. Therefore V,‘m = 
(Da + a . a + k) . m and hence by (8.2): 
Thus we are led to: 
V.‘=Oifandonlyif Da+a.a+k=O. (8.10) 
Definition 8.11. A twisting cochain for (M, V) is an element a E A as in (8.8) satisfying 
Da+a+a =-k. (8.12) 
The twisted complex associated to a is the complex (M,V,) where V, is defined by (8.9). 
We borrow the terminology from the twisted tensor products of [7], where the same identity 
(8.12) appears (with k = 0). Note also the analogy with the following differential-geometric 
situation: If we think of V as a connection with curvature k, then V, corresponds to a flat 
connection obtained by modifying V by an operator a of order zero. 
The twisted complex is the natural generalization of the bicomplex (i.e., the case k = a = 0) 
that we need. Its differential V, still has degree one with respect to the total grading p + q, but it 
preserves only one of the two filtrations of the bigraded module M. Thus if F’M = @ M’.* then 
P=* 
V,: F’M + F’M. But the filtration by the second component is not preserved. We define the 
filtration F’A similarly. 
First of all, we need to know that under favorable conditions twisting cochains exist. Roughly 
speaking, if A is D”-acyclic, then a twisting cochain can be constructed by “successive 
approximations” using a contracting homotopy for D”: 
LEMMA 8.13. Let (A,D), (M, V) and k be as above, and let h”, pl’: A+A be C-linear maps of 
bidegree (0, -l), (0,O) respectively which satisfy 
D”h” + h”D” = l _ p”, P”(A~.~) = 0 if q < 0, p”k = 0. 
For i 2 1, define a”‘.-’ inductively by a’,-’ = - h”k and 
a iCI.--i = _hV(D’&‘+‘+ c ar+l.-r . a’+l.-‘) for i > 1. 
,+$-i--1 
Then a = x ai+‘.-’ is a twisting cochain for (M, V). 
iz, 
Proof. Writing down explicitly the component of bidegree (i + 1, -i + 1) of Da + a . a+ k we 
see that a is a twisting cochain if and only if its components satisfy the sequence of equations 
and 
D”aZ’-’ + k = 0 
D”a i+l.--i +D’a“-‘+’ + C ar+l.-, . a’+“-’ = 0 for i > 1. (8.14) 
,+,-i--l 
In view of our hypothesis and (8.7) the lirst equation is satisfied, and the other equations hold 
provided that 
D” D,a’.-‘+l + c a”l,-’ . a”k’ 
( > 
= 0. (8.15) 
,+,-i-1 
We prove this by induction: 
Let ai = i ai+L-i and suppose that (8.15), and hence (8.14), holds for all i 5 j. This means that 
i-l 
equation (8.12) is satisfied “to sufficiently high order” with respect to the filtration FA. Precisely 
we have: 
Da, + a, . a, + k = D’ a’*‘*-’ + c a’+leer - a’+‘*-’ + terms in F”3A. 
r+,-, 
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In particular, since the first term is in Ai+2.-i-‘, 
Da. + a. * a. + k E F”‘A, I I I (8.16) 
and since D” preserves the filtration and D’ increases the filtration degree by one, we see that 
(8.15) holds for i = j + 1 if and only if D(Dai + aj . ai + k) E F”3A. In view of (8.6) and the 
derivation rule for D, 
D(Daj + aj . aj + k) = k * aj - ai * k + (Daj) . aJ - aj . Da’. 
The last two terms can be rewritten using (8.16) and the fact that aJ E F2A: 
(Daj) . aj = -k . aJ - aJ . aJ . aJ mod FJ+4A, ai . Daj z -ai . k - aj . aJ . aJ mod F’-.A. 
Thus everything cancels mod FJc4: D(Daj + aj . aj + k) E F”4A C F”‘A, and the proof is 
complete. 
Our arguments require acyclicity results which are obtained from repeated applications of one 
basic construction: Given a chain homotopy for V”, we need to know how to construct a chain 
homotopy for V,. We consider only the simplest situation that covers our applications, namely, 
the case in which the V”-homology of M is concentrated in the maximal q-degree. 
LEMMA 8.17. Let (M, V.) be a twisted chain complex such that M”” = 0 for q > q,, and all p. 
Let h”, p” be C-linear endomotphisms of M of bidegree (0, -1) and (0,O) respectively satisfying 
V”h” + h”V” = 1 _ p”, p”(M”) = 0 for q# qo. 
Let Vb = V’ + a . (so that V, = Vb+ V”) and define C-linear maps h, p by 
h = 2 (-l)‘h”(VZh”)‘, p = 2 (-l)‘(h”Vb)‘p”. 
izo i2-0 
Then h(F’M) C F‘(M) and V,h + hV. = 1 -p. 
Proof. The first assertion is immediate, because h” preserves the filtrations and Vb increases 
the filtration. The second assertion is a straightforward computation that we briefly outline. 
Let hi = h”(V:h’?‘, pi = (h”V:)$“, ai = (Vhh”)‘, bi = (h”V:)i. From the assumptions on h”, p” it 
follows easily that V,ho+hoV,=l-po+aI+bt and for i >O, V.hi + hiV, = 
-pi + ai+, + a, + bi+, + bi + ci, where ci = -(h”V”(Vhh”)’ + (h”V’J’Vh’?. (Here we have used 
p”(Vbh”)’ = 0 for i > 0 because h” decreases the second bidegree.) Taking alternating sums as in 
the definition of h, p we get 
V,h + hV, = 1 -p +z (-l)‘c,. (8.18) 
Next, V,* = (V”)* = 0 gives the identity V’Vb = -VbV”- VbV6 and combining this with the 
properties of h”, p” we get 
,“V”(V;h”)’ = - (h’V’J(V’&‘)‘-’ - (h”V;)(V;h’?i + (h”V:)h”V”(V:h”)‘-’ + (h”V:)p”(V:h”)‘-‘. 
Computing the third term on the right by iteration of the same identity and taking into account 
that p”(Vhh”)’ = 0 for j > 0 we obtain 
,,,,,,(,;,.)i = _ i (h”v:)‘(V;h’7’-’ _ i (h”V:)‘(V;h’3’-‘+’ -+- (h”V:)‘h”V”+ (h”V:)‘p”. 
i-l j-l 
Substituting this in the definition of ci we get easily that cl = d, + d,,, where d, = 
Cj:‘,(h”Vb)i(Vbh”)i-J, and hence that C(-1)‘~~ =0 and (8.18) gives the second assertion. 
COROLLARY 8.19. Suppose that m“.“ E M”” satisfies V”mw = p”V’mW = 0, and let x = 
mo4 - hVbm”. Then xoq = mo4 and V.x = 0. 
COROLLARY 8.20. Suppose p”=O and suppose that yo4 E MO.‘, mO+‘-’ E MO*‘-’ satisfy 
VaY w = 0 and ~l,m*q-’ = y“.q. Let x = m”.q-’ - h(VamO.q-’ _ y*). Then x’*q-’ = m’*q-’ and V,x = 
Yo4. 
Proof. In both cases it is clear that V,x is as asserted, and x has the prescribed “initial value” 
because h is applied to an element of F’M. 
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$9. KOSZUL COMPLEXES 
In this section we show that the module M = C*(&, K* @ O”.“) mentioned in 97 can 
be made into a twisted complex. The twisting cochain lies in the algebra A of cochains on d, 
with values in the endomorphisms of K*. The action of A on M is the natural one which extends 
(7.4), except that some care has to be taken in sign conventions to make the pairing a derivation. 
We begin by giving the precise definition of these objects. 
First, since we wiIl constantly be forced to shrink the neighborhoods of the diagonal in which 
our objects are defined, we pass to germs on A. Thus, if U is an open set in C”, we denote by 
B,(U) the ring of germs on A of holomorphic functions in U X U: B,(U) = lim O(W), where W 
runs over the neighborhoods of A in U x U. Similarly we get O,“.“(U) = li,m n”.“(W). We write 
z, [ for the coordinates in U x U, and in general we do not distinguish in our notation a function 
or form in W from its germ on A. 
Over U we consider the free B,(U)-module B,( U)e, @ * u . @ B,( U)e. with basis el, . . . , e,, 
and its dual 6,(U)-module with dual basis e’, . . . , e”. If ~0: U+ V is biholomorphic, let 
x, = ((p’(c) - cp’(z))e’ +. * . + (q”(5) - cp”(z))e” be regarded as an element of 
0,( U)e’ @ . . . @ a,( U)e”. The Koszul complex K,( U, cp) is defined by K,( U, cp) = 
A“(0J U)e, @ 3 . . @ B,( U)e,) with differential 6,: K,( U, cp)+ K,-,( U, cp) being interior mul- 
tiplication by x,. Explicitly, 
l,(ei, A . . . A ei,) = 2 (-l)‘-‘(cpi,([) - cp’v(z))ei, A. . . h ti, h. . . h ei,. 
Similarly, we have the dual Koszul complex 
K*(U,cp)=Hom,(U)(K.(U,cp),8,(U))=A*(B,(U)e’ 0 ... 0 &(U)e”) 
with adjoint differential E,: K’( U, cp) + K’+‘( U, cp) which is just exterior multiplication with x,. 
Of particular interest to us is the complex K*( U, cp) @ a,“.” with differential eq @ 1. We 
denote this complex simply by K*( U, cp, fl’.“) and its differential simply by E,. K*( U, id, Q’.“) is 
the complex of 07. Note that the pull-back (cp x cp)* gives a chain map 
(cp x cp)*: K*(V, id,P”)+K*(U, (~,a’.“). 
In order to have a convenient complex that contains maps of the form (7.4), we define the 
complex L*(U, cp) of 6,( U)-linear maps from K*( U, cp) to K*( U, id) as follows. First, let 
Lpq( U, 4) = Horn a,,,,(K-‘(U, b), K”(& id) = KP(U, id) @ K&J, 4) 
(thus I,” lies in the fourth quadrant), and then let L’(U, 4) = @ LPq( U, 4) with differential 
P+Ll-r 
d,: L’( U, $)-+ L’+‘( U, 4) given by d, = cd @ 1 + (- l)““‘l@ L+ on Lpq( U, 4). L*( U, +) acts 
naturally (by evaluation) not only on K*( U, 4) but also on K*( U, 4, LX”“), and we have a natural 
pairing 
L’(U,~)~K’(V,id,R”~“)-,K”‘(U,id,~O~”) (9.1) 
given by 1”‘.-’ @ k’ -+ 1’+‘.-‘((+ x 4)*k’) on L”‘.-‘. Note that the map (7.4) is precisely of this 
form: We first pull back by (4 x +)* to obtain an element of K*(U, 4, a”.“), and then apply an 
element of L*(U, 4) to end up in K*(U, id, a’.“). 
Similarly, if $: V+ W is also biholomorphic, we also have a pairing 
L’(U,~)oL’(V,~)-)L’+‘(U,~~) (9.2) 
which on LP”.-P @ LP.‘-P is defined by /""-P @ fP.'-P+[P+~-P((~ X 4)*p.'--P). 
Here r and 1 are interpreted as matrices of functions defined near A in U x U, V X V 
respectively, and the pairing is the only natural one connecting the spaces concerned: matrix 
multiplication of 1 and (I#J x $)*L 
We denote both pairings simply by juxtaposition. The signs in the definitions have been 
chosen precisely so that the natural derivation rules hold: 
eid(l’k’) = (d&k’ + (-l)‘I’(cdk’), 
d,+(l’l’) = (dJ)l’ + (-l)‘l’(d,l’). ’ (9.3) 
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The first identity has the following immediate consequence: 
LEMMA 9.4. If r is even, fhen d,J’ = 0 if and only if the mapping k + I’k given by (9.1) is a 
chain map, and d.$‘-’ = I’ if and only if fhe mapping k + I’-’ k is a chain homotopy of 1’ to zero. 
Similar statements hold up to sign if r is odd. 
Next we can define cochains on &‘” with values in the Koszul complexes as functions that 
assign to a composable sequence an element of the corresponding complex in the domain of the 
composition. More precisely, we define, 
~?(.a!“, K*(O”.“)) = IIK*(dom 4, . . . &, id, a”.“), 
P(sP,, L*) = IIL*(dom 4,. . . &, 4,. . . 4,) 
(product over all composable sequences). Now these spaces of cochains are too big for our 
purposes. To ensure good dependence on parameters in (7.1) we restrict ourselves to the 
subspace of cochains which depend holomorphically on &,, . . . , qh4 in the sense that all normal 
derivatives on A are holomorphic differential operators in +,, . . . , 4,. 
To state our condition precisely, we introduce some notation. If x E K*(U, id, a’.“), let 
j,‘x(z) denote the Taylor polynomial 
j,‘x(z) = ,F h$(z, z)(5 -z)-, (Is, . 
where differentiation of x means differentiation of its component functions relative to the basis 
11 * * . h e’p @ d[’ A. * * A din. Let J,‘(K*(P”)) denote the bundle over C” whose fibre at z 
foisists of all polynomials j(‘x(z), i.e., the bundle of normal r-jets of elements of K*(@.“). 
Define the bundle J[ associated to the other Koszul complexes in the same way. 
Using this notation, and the notation of 84, our condition is the following: 
Definition 9.5. +Y(&‘_ K*(O’.“)) denotes the subspace of all cochains c E C’(&“, K*(R’.“)) 
which satisfy: 
For each non-negative integer  there exists an integer N, and 
Fr: 
(G’“,)L,, F, J;(K*(fL”‘“)) 
a holomorphic bundle map 
I I 
(c)q+* -q+t C” 
such that 
J,‘c(+,, . . . ,4&) = Fro’N~41(42.. . ,z), . . . , iN$-1(4qz>, iNr4&N 
holds for all (4,, . . . , 4,) E (d,)9comp. We define %“(d”, I.*) in the same way, using J,‘(L*) 
in the above diagram. 
We note first that %‘*(d”, L*) is an algebra under the “cup product” pairing 
VP(&, L’) @ %‘(a., L’)A V”(&. Lq+‘) 
defined by 
(9.6) 
(F . E”)(4,, . . . ) 4,+,) = (-1)(p+4”3y4r+,, . . . ) 4,+,)E”(4,, . . . , 4r), 
where the product on the coefficients in the right hand side is the pairing (9.2). To make this 
assertion we need to know that this cup product is associative and preserves the defining 
condition (9.5) of holomorphic ochains. Both of these are straightforward verifications. For the 
associativity one has to check that the sign introduced in (9.6) preserves the associativity. The 
reason for this sign will be clear later. 
In the same way, %*(&“, K*(O”.“)) is a %*(~4~, L*)-module under the action 
UP(& L9) @ U’(& K’(R”.“))i VP+‘(& Kq+‘(fio.“)) (9.7) 
defined by 
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(LIP4 . cr”)(4,, . . ., b,*r)= (-lP+q’rapq(~,+,, . . . , l#Jp+,)c”(f#J,, . ,4,), 
where the action on the coefficients is the one given in (9.1). Again one has to check that this 
defines an action, and that it preserves holomorphic cochains. 
Now the differentials eid, d+ on the coefficients induce differentials E, d on %‘*(dap,, K*(@“)), 
(e*(&_, _L*) of bidegree (0, 1) as follows: 
(ec)(+,, . . . ,4,) = EidC($JI, . . . , &), (dc)(4,, . *. 9 4,) = d,...m,c(dJ,, . . . ,4,x 
To define an operator of bidegree (1,0) we need an “action” of d, on K*(fP”), L*. To this end, 
let W be a neighborhood of A in U x U with the property that whenever (z, 5) E W, the straight 
line segment from z to IJ lies in U. Define a matrix A(4) of functions in W by 
A(c#J)(z, [) = JA $(z + t([ -z))dt so that 4(l)- 4(z) = A(c#I)(z, [)({ - z)forall(z, I) E W.(Thus 
A(4) is a canonical choice of the matrix required in (7.3).) Regarding this matrix as an 
endomorphism of B,(U)e’ @ . . . @ 0,(U)e”, we can rewrite this identity as 
xm = A(+)xid. (9.8) 
Moreover, for each multi-index a, differentiation under the integral sign gives 
(9.9) 
In particular A(~)(z, z) = d(z) is invertible, so the germ A($) is invertible and A(+)-’ also defines 
an endomorphism of 6,( U)e’ @ * * . @ Ba( U)e”. 
We need the following properties of A($): 
LEMMA 9.10. The maps 
are chain maps. 
Proof. We know that (4 x c#I)* is a chain map. A*A(4)-’ is a chain map because of (9.8) and 
. . 
the definition Of Q, cd: 
E&A(+)-‘(X’ A. . * AX”) = Xi,, h A(4)-‘x’ A. * . A A($)-‘xP 
= AP+‘A($)-‘(x+ AX’ A. . . AX”) = AP+‘A(4)-‘(~+(x’ A. . . AXE)). 
LEMMA 9.11. Suppose that (+,, &) is a composuble pair. Then 
6) A(hMz, z) = ((6 x 4~)*A(6))(z, z)A(44(z, z). 
(ii) If either C#J, or C#Q is an affine map, then A (4,&) = (& X #4*A (4t))Ab). 
Proof. Since A(+)(z, I) = i(z), (i) is just the statement of the chain rule. (ii) is obvious if 4, is 
affine, and follows from a simple change of variables if & is affine. 
We remark that a statement stronger than (i) actually holds, namely 
A(+,+) = ((& x &)*A(+,))A(+) mod 4 AZ where Y., is the idea1 of the diagonal, generated by 
[1-Z’,..* , [” -z”. ((i) just asserts congruence mod 4,.) Although we will not use this fact here, 
it is of considerable geometric significance for other applications. We also note that simple 
computations show that this congruence does not hold mod 9,‘, and this naturally introduces a 
“curvature” into the situation. 
To be able to apply the previous machinery we make the following 
Definition 9.12. a0 E C’(&“, I,“) is the cochain defined by no(b) = AA(4)-’ E L”(dom 4,$). 
LEMMA 9.13. a0 E V’(& L”) and da, = 0. 
Proof. The first statement means that u,(d) depends holomorphically on 4 in the sense of 
(9.5). This is clear from (9.9) and the fact that (9.5) is preserved under inversion: The 
coefficients of the Taylor expansion of A($)-’ in terms (5 - z>” are rational functions in those 
of A(4) (inversion of formal power series). The second statement is equivalent, via Lemma 
(9.4), to Lemma (9.10). 
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Using the action of a0 we can now define operators of bidegree (1,O) as follows. First 
S: ‘%‘(&!“, K*(R”.“))+ %Pf’(~n, K*(n”.n)) is defined in analogy with (4.2) by 
(6c)(dJo,. . * 9 9,) = C($l,. . . , 4,) + ; (-l)‘c(4b . . . 7 h-14,. . . ,4,) 
+ (-1)P+‘ao(db)c(40,. . , +p-1). 
Similarly we define &: YP(A,, L*)+ (ePf’(An, L*) by 
(6LC)(b,. . . ,d,) = C(dl,. . f , 4p)ao(f#A3) + $ (-l)ic(+3, . . . , db&, . . . , &I) 
+ (-1)P+‘~o(4P)wo, * * . ,9,-l). 
Note first of all that the definitions make sense: S, SL map holomorphic cochains to themselves 
in view of the first assertion of Lemma (9.13). Moreover the second assertion of (9.13), da0 = 0, 
together with the derivation rules (9.3) give at once that 6, SL commute with the corresponding 
differentials of bidegree (0, 1): & = ~6, SLd = d&. However 6* and &’ are not zero. In fact 
if we define k E %“(_cJ”, Lo) by 
k($Jl, 92) = uo($&)- ao(dz)ao(+1) (9.14) 
(or equivalently by the more suggestive formula -k = 8L~0 + ao. ao), then we obtain easily the 
basic identity S’c = k . c, for all c E %*(.B?~, K*(fl’*“)). Finally if we define operators V, D of 
total degree one by 
V=V’+V”=6+(-l~E on %p(.&, K4(flo.“)), 
D = D’ + D” = 6, + (-1)Pd on Up&?,, I,‘), 
then simple computations based on the identities (9.3) and the definitions (9.6), (9.7) show that 
V, D are derivations with respect to the pairings (9.6), (9.7). Thus we are in the situation 
considered in 58, since we have just checked that the basic assumptions (8.2-5) hold with 
A = %*(s4., L*) and M = %*(&“, K*(R’.“)). 
It remains to show that V can be completed to a twisted differential V.. For this we need to 
construct a suitable chain homotopy for D”, as required by Lemma (8.13). We do this in two 
steps. 
Note first that given any 4 E .& with dom d = U, we can define a C-linear (not 0,(U)- 
linear) map 
P*: K*(U,id)+K*-‘(U,id) (9.15) 
where I = (i,, . . . , i,) is an increasing multi-index and L denotes as usual interior multiplication. 
The (I, 0 range over a small enough neighborhood of A in U X U so that the integral is defined. 
We also define a C-linear map 
%es*: K*(U,id)-+K*(U,id) (9.16) 
by $?es’ = 0 for p < n and %es”Cfe’ A. . . A e”)(z, 5) = f(z, z)e’ A. . . A e”. If we note the analogy 
between P * and the usual chain homotopy for the Poincare lemma, it is not surprising that P * 
turns out to be a chain homotopy between the identity and sees*. 
We will need a similar chain homotopy for K*( V, 4). This is constructed in analogy with 
(9.15), except that, since we have now to solve a division problem with respect to the functions 
b’f - 4iz, we have to differentiate with respect to these variables. Precisely, let 
be defined by 
P*(d): K,(U,+)+K++I(U,‘+) (9.17) 
(~#-!x4-‘)*f (z,.z+t(l-z))dt ) 
> 
ei A er, 
using again the multi-index notation and the same understanding of the range of (z, 5) as in 
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(9.15). Then let 
Sees*: K*(U, 4)+K*(U 9) (9.18) 
be defined by %es, =0 for p >O and %es&)(z,5)=f(z,z) for f E Ko(U,(p)=o~(u). We 
summarize the relevant properties of these operators in the following lemma: 
LEMMA 9.19. (i) l idP*+P*eid= l-5?es*; Q*(4)+ P*(c$)c+ = 1-%es*. 
(ii) (P*)Z=P: =o. 
(iii) P* and P* are equivatiant with respect to afine maps, i.e., if # is affine, then 
P*(a,($)x) = a,(+)P*x forallx E K*( U, id) 
P&+)(xa0($)) = (P44)(x)M$) for all x E K*(V 9). 
(here a,($) acts on the right on K* either by the transpose of the pairing (9.1) or equivalently by 
regarding K* = l@K, C K*@K* = L and applying the pairing (9.2)) 
(iv) For each r there exists a linear bundle map L,: J,“‘(K*)+J,‘(K*-‘) such that 
ji(P *x)(z) = L,(j,“‘(x)(z)) for all x E K*( U, id) 
and there exists a holomorphic bundle map I?,: G’ x &‘+‘(K*)+J,‘(K*+J such that 
jC’(P*(9)x)(z) = BrO”44z),jc”‘x(z)) 
holds for all 4 E ~4~ and all x E K.(dom +,4). 
Proof. (i) is a straightforward computation and (ii) is an immediate consequence of the 
symmetry of second partial derivatives. (iii) follows from a simple change of variable. 
Differentiation under the integral sign in the definitions gives (iv), with L, being actually a 
differential operator with constant rational coefficients, and B, a differential operator which is 
linear in x and nonlinear but rational in the derivatives of 4. 
We can now build a chain homotopy for the bicomplex (@Lpq(U, +), E @ 12 10 L+). First 
by “tensoring” with the identity we obtain a chain homotopy P L(4) for + 1 @ L+ 
P ;(+)cfe’ @ e,) = (-1) ‘r’+“‘e’ @ P *(+)cfe,). 
(Since P*(4) is not Ba(U)-linear, we have to define P E(4) explicitly with respect o the given 
basis.) Let %es[(4) = 10 %es*(+). Then if we defme P,_(4), %esL($) from P:(4), %es[($) by 
the formulas of Lemma (8.17), we obtain at once: 
LEMMA 9.20. (i) d+P,(+) + P,(+)d+ = 1 - %es,_(+), %esr($)(L’(U, 4)) = 0 for r < 0 and 
PL(~) preserves the filtration F’ = &,,I!,~* of L*(U, 4). 
(ii) PL(+)’ = 0. 
(iii) If $ is an affine map then 
P&#$)(ao($Y) = ao($)P&)l and P&4)(la&)) = (PL(9)0a44) 
for all I E L*(U, 4). 
or each r 2 0 there exists a holomorphic bundle map F,: G’ x J,“‘(L*) + J,‘(L*-‘) such 
tha?) F 
j,‘(f)(z) = FAj’4(z), j”‘/(z)) 
for all 4 E d. and all 1 E L*(dom &JI). 
Proof. (i) Follows from Lemma (8.17) and (i) of Lemma (9.19). The remaining assertions 
follow easily from the definitions and the corresponding assertions in (9.19). 
Letting PL act on the coefficients, we get a chain homotopy P for JY’= (-l)Pd: 
(Pc)b#b . f ., $P) = (-lYPL(&. . . 4P)C(41r.. . , &), c E V(4, L*). 
The only point to check is that P : %*(a!,, IL*)+ U*(LZ?~, L*-‘), i.e. that P preserves holomor- 
phic cochains. But this is guaranteed by (iv) of Lemma (9.20). We then get D”P + PD” = 
1 -Sees, where %es denotes SEesL acting on the coefficients. Define then a cochain a = 
Zi,,a’+‘.-’ by the formula of (8.13): 
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a 2.-I = -Pk 
a i+i.--i = _p(~‘a”-‘+’ + c ar+l.-’ . a”‘.-‘), i > 1. (9.2 1) 
r+,-i--l 
The end result is: 
THEOREM 9.22. The cochain a E %*(A!,, J!,*) defined by (9.21) is a twisting cochain for 
(%*(Lz~“, K*(floa)), V) and the natural projection 
%*(A, K*(W”))+ %*(A&, n,“? 
induced by the projection K*(sl”.“) + K’(@“) = &“” is a chain map for the corresponding 
twisted diflerential V.. 
Proof. We apply Lemma (8.13) with h” = P, p” = 9es. Because of (9.20), all the hypotheses 
have been verified except for Sees k = 0. Looking at the definition of Ses,_, this means that 
10 9eso(&&)k($,, &) = 0, i.e. that the component of k(4,, 4t) in Lm(4,4Z) vanishes on A. 
But from the definition (9.14) of k and the fact that the component of ao($) in L” is 1, we 
see that the L@‘-component of k vanishes. This implies the residue condition and hence the first 
assertion of the theorem. It also implies that k has filtration F’, and since by (9.20) (i), P 
preserves the filtration, that each a”‘.-’ has filtration F’, i.e. ai+‘.-i . IK’(R’.“): Ki(flo”‘)+ 
K’(fl’.“) vanishes. Thus if c = Ccp-i.i E %*(d,, K*(fl’.“)), the projection of V,c is 6cp.‘+ 
Xia’+“-’ . p.i = cW’.~, hence the second assertion. 
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We now complete the program outlined in $7. Two problems remain to be solved. The first is 
to complete the Cauchy kernel 
y”=&elh...nen@d[‘n.. . A dc” E K”(C”, id, sl”‘“) = %‘“(i;Q,, K”(fl’.“)) 
to a V.-cycle 7 in %‘*(~4~, K*(fl”.n)), i.e. we have to construct a chain homotopy for V,. 
Let P * and %es* be as in (9.15), (9.16) and define C-linear maps Pn, Sees, on K*(U, id, no*“) 
by “tensoring with the identity”, i.e. 
Pn(fe’ @ d[’ A. ..hd5”)=P*Cfe’)Od5’h...hd5n 
52esAfe’ @ dl’ A - . . A d<“) = Bes*(fe’) @ d[’ A. . . A d[“. 
Remark 10.1. Lemma (9.19) holds for Pn, 52esn. In particular, if we define an operator Q” 
on %*(&, K*(fl’*“)) by (Q”c)(4,, . . . ,&) = (-1)PPn(c(4,, . . . , $,)>, then Q” preserves 
holomorphic cochains and is a chain homotopy for V” = (-l)P~: V”Q” + Q”V” = 1 - %esn. Thus 
if we define an operator Q by the formula of Lemma (8.17), we obtain a chain homotopy for V,. 
LEMMA 10.2. %esn(by”) = 0. 
Proof. (a-/)(+) = (2ifi). 
( 
det 4(r) l- det A(4)(z, 5) e’ A. f . A e” @ d[’ A. + . A dc”, 
> 
and the residue 
vanishes because A(4)(z, z)= 4(z). Corollary (8.19) then gives the desired formula for T: 
PROPOSI‘RON 10.3. Let 7 = TO.” +. . . + 9’ E %‘*(d., K*(fi’.“)) be defined by r = y” - QVby”. 
Then T is a V,-cycle and rO.n = y”. Explicitly, ri.n-i is given inductively by 
7 o.n_ n -Y, 
7 
,.n 4 = _Q”(&i--l.“--i+l + c ai-,+1.,-i . Ti-13-i+l), i >O. 
IzzjCi 
The second problem is to find a map from %*(&“, K*(fi”.“)) to C*(&,,, %> that applied to T 
gives a universal parametrix. The natural maps to consider are the ones obtained by cup 
product with cochains of homomorphisms of the coefficients, in analogy with the formalism of 
99. To define the appropriate homomorphisms we need some further technicalities. 
Let R?(U) denote the space of forms that satisfy the “regularity” condition of $2 and 
which have total degree 0 in the holomorphic oordinates z, 5 and total degree p in Z, 4? Thus 
%’ = R?* @n,“*. If 4 E d., let 
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(Horn and tensor over 0,). let Y;(d) = @ p+~_, Y:.‘(4), and let Z’(4) = U Z,‘(d). Z*(4) is a 
bicomplex with differential & = $8 1+ (-l),+‘l @ L+, which we write simply as a+ L+ Let 
y+ = c m-m* ei E L,M(($), 
i km - 4(z)l 
Then (y,, x+) = 1$(c) - $~(z)l-‘Z(+~([) - 4i(z))(+i(4’) - +i(z)) = 1, thus exterior multiplication by 
y&, I, is a chain homotopy for L Q = I: E(Y+)L+ L+E(Y+) = 1. Observe that 
a: 2?‘(~)+YP(~), 1*: Y~‘~‘(t#J)--+~~-‘;‘(C#J), c(y,): ~~~‘(~)~zz-‘(dJ). 
Thus if we let 8(d) = @ _Y;!p_zn, then 8(+) is stable under $, t4, c(y+); i.e. P(4) is a 
subcomplex of Z(4) and,!ecause of Lemma (8.17), it is chain contractible. We denote by i(y+) 
the chain homotopy for & obtained via (8.17) starting from the chain homotopy h” = (-l)‘~(y+) 
for ci; = (- l)s+‘~+ Then 
;(y*)ri+ + &(y,) = 1 on J?(4). (10.4) 
The elements of 9 give homomorphisms of K*(@“) to % via the pairing 
p(4) @ K’(im 4, id, ~“~“)+(R20;~~L,, @ &‘“)(dom 4>, 
1 ‘+‘.-’ @ (k’ @ w)+(I’+‘.-’ @ l)(+ x +)*(k’ @ 0). (10.5) 
This pairing is a derivation: a(l’k’) = (&l’)d’ + (-l)“l’(eidk’); in particular the interpretation of 
cycles, boundaries of Lemma (9.4) holds in this context. 
We define cochains on d. with coefficients in 2 in the usual way: 
and also the cup product pairing 
C“(& P) @ Ce”‘(& IP( P+“(A, RqO.S&n @ i-l,“-) 
by 
(1” . F4’ )(+I . . . +,+p,) = (-l)@“‘“‘l(&*+,, . . . , +p+p,)CP’q’(41r~ . . , ~,~h 
(10.6) 
where the pairing on the coefficients is (10.5). 
For the rest of this section we use the notation (A, D) = (%*(d,, L*>, D), (M,V) = 
(%*(G’“, K*(Q’*“)), V), and (A?, v> = (C*(A!~, %), 6 + a). We also write k for C*(&“, p*), and 
A- for the subalgebra @ ~mo%*(& ~5’) of A. (A-, D) is a subcomplex of (A, D) which contains 
the twisting cochain a of M. The cup-product (10.6) gives a representation of fi in the module 
of homomorphisms from M to l;i, hence ti should also be a twisted complex with a twisting 
cochain simply related to that of M. 
To see this, note first that A acts naturally on the right on %*@I”, K-,) by regarding 
K_* = 1 @ K_* = Lo* C L* and restricting the pairing (9.6) to K_, in the fist variable. This is 
the natural “transpose” of the action of A on K*-valued cochains. Tensoring this action with 
the identity we obtain a right action of A on .Y-valued cochains, and A- leaves the 2?-valued 
cochains invariant. Thus we have a right action of A- on I@: fi @ A-4 h. We convert this to a 
left action A- @ & : $2 by the formula a * I = (-1)‘“““1 . a, II= total degree. This becomes left 
action of the “transposed” algebra a-, which is just A- with the product * redefined by 
a * b = (-l)‘““b’b . a, i.e. A- is associative and (n * b) * I = a * (b * I) holds for all a, 
b E A- and all 1 E fi. 
The natural “coboundary” operator s^ on & is given by 
(Q(40,. . ., 4P) = N41,. . . I 44400(b0~+~ (-lN$o,. . . , (#h-l+,, . . . ,&I 
+ (-l)““(b, x 4b)*l($o,. . ., h-1). 
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The action of u0 is interpreted by the remarks above. We then write $ = s^ c d for the operator in 
I@ of total degree one. 
PROPOSITION 10.7. (A-, D), (fi, ‘?) and Ihe pairings * satisfy the assumptions (8.2 j(8.5). $f 
has curvature i = - k and twisting cochain B = - a, where k, a are the curvature and twisting 
cochain of M. Moreover, the pairing (10.6) and the differentials c, V,, $2 satisfy the derication 
rule v(l . c) = (QdI). c + (-1)“‘l 3 (V,c), I E &f, c E M. 
Proof. All the assertions are straightforward verifications. 
Let p” E 8” = Co@‘., 5!“) = p(id) be the homomorphism K* +R’.* defined by 
p(K’) = 0 for p > 0, p”jK” = (-- l)[(n-‘Xn-*)“2 inclusion K” = 0, C Rw, 
where p” is trivially a chain map with reSpeCt to cid, a, and hence a did-cycle. Let 
g O.-’ = ;(yid)f@’ E p’-‘(id), so that, by (10.4), &go.-’ =f”‘. The sign (-l)[(n-‘)(n-Z)“2 has been 
chosen so that the following lemma holds without sign factors: 
LEMMA 10.8. g”*-‘To*” = o”, where TO.” = y”, the Cauchy kernel, and w” is the Bochner- 
Martinelli kernel. 
Proof. Using the duality between exterior and interior multiplication and the explicit formula 
for E^(yti) via (8.17), a short computation gives 
go+o.n = (_ l)r.(n-““‘l(Yid)(a(yi~)).-l?O.n. 
If we identify R”” @I K* with a subcomplex of the Cech bicomplex C({[’ - z’} # 0, R”.* @ no.“), 
then ~(y~,,) corresponds to the chain homotopy used in the proof of [12, Theorem 2.21, and the 
assertion is equivalent to the computation there. 
Let h” be the chain homotopy for 9: = 9” = (- l)pa obtained by applying (-1)‘: to the 
coefficients in nip.*: 
(h”l)(+,, . . . ,&I = (-l)“~(Y,,...,,)U41, * . . ,A); 
and let h be the chain homotopy for $, given by (8.17). Then h is a chain contraction of i% 
Define an element g = go.-’ + g’.-* + . . * + g”-I.-” E A? of total degree -1 by the formula of 
Corollary (8.20): g = go.-’ - h(vagO.-’ -f”“). Then g . T is essentially the desired parametrix: 
THEOREM 10.9. Let w4 = (-l)[q’4-““’ component of bidegree (4, n -q - 1) of g . 7, i.e. wq = 
(-1) 
1q~q-lN2 z g’.-‘-’ . p.n--4+i~ Then {o’}::b is a universal parametrix, and the corresponding 
holomorphic cochain is 
0 “=7 “.O E V(sB,, KO(RO.“)) = %“(& n,“q. 
Proof. We note first that the definition of $ has been rigged up so that the appropriate 
“regularity” condition holds automatically: wq E C’(z& %-‘-I). Also the recursive relations 
&‘J = ,2q+’ are equivalent to v(g . T) = (-l)‘(n-‘Xn-*)l’Z~n = p” - T”.‘. Hence it is enough to check 
that w” = go.-’ . To.n is the Bochner-Martinelli kernel, and, because of the derivation rule of (10.7), 
that pdg = f”. The first assertion is Lemma (10.8) and the second would follow from Corollary 
(8.20) provided that the necessary “integrability conditions” pg’.-’ = f” and 6J@‘= 0 hold. 
The first is true by definition of go’-’ the second is precisely the second assertion of Theorem 
(9.22): f” is a chain map. 
$11. PROPERTIES OF THE LOCAL FORMULA 
To prove the Riemann-Roth theorem from Theorem (10.9) it remains to check that the 
hypothesis of Theorem II can be satisfied. 
LEMMA 11.1. Let a be the twisting cochain given by (9.21). Then u~~‘~-~(~,, . , . , &+,) = 0 if 
one of the +i is an afine map. 
Proof, Lemma (9.11) (ii) gives that k(d,, &) = a,(4,&) - u~(~&~(~,) vanishes if either 4, 
or 4z is affine, and hence the same holds for a’.-’ = -Pk. We proceed by induction, assuming 
that the conclusion holds up to p - 1. Then the second term in (9.21), Za”“-’ * a”“-‘, certainly 
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vanishes when one $+ is affine. Since a’.-‘+’ is by definition in the image of P, and P * = 0 by 
(9.20), PcYpr’ = 0. In particular, looking at the definition of S,_ following (9.13), this means that 
the second term, -P(GraP~-P+‘) reduces (up to sign) to 
Pt.(& . . . ~p+l)(ap.-p+‘(c#b,. . . , ~p+dao($J * ao(9p+l)~P~-P+‘($J,, . . . 9,)) (11.2) 
Thus: (i) If & 1 < i <p + 1 is affine, then (11.2) vanishes by the induction hypothesis. 
(ii) If 4, is affine, the second term in (11.2) vanishes and by the equivariance of P with 
respect o affine maps (9.20 iii), the first term is (P,_(& . . . ~#J~+&I’*-“‘(&. . . c&+,))ao(bl) which 
vanishes because Pa’.-‘+’ = 0. 
(iii) If &+, is affine, (11.2) vanishes for the same reason as in (ii). 
LEMMA 11.3. Let T be us in Proposition (10.3). Then for 1 zzp 5 n, T“.“-“(&, . . . ,&) = 0 if 
one of the + is an afine map. 
Proof. If 4 is affine, 
because A(~)(z, [) = 4 which is independent of z, 5; hence r’.“-’ = -Q”(8?‘.“) vanishes on affine 
maps. We proceed by induction, assuming the conclusion holds up to p - 1 and using the 
explicit formula for Y-’ given in (10.3). By Lemma (11.1) and the induction hypothesis the 
terms involving the twisting caching vanish. The term -Q”(S+‘-‘~n-p+‘) = (-~)~P~(ST~-‘~“-~+‘) 
vanishes by the same reasoning as in (11.1) using the equivaraince of Pn and Pn* = 0 (Remark 
(10.1)). 
Let {04} be the universal parametrix of Theorem (10.9). SinCe 6~” E %“(da,&*‘“), K” = 
A*w” satisfies (i) of Theorem II, and since it agrees up to sign with r”.“, (11.3) says that (ii) is 
also satisfied. It would remain to verify that K” is skew. To avoid such a verification, it is 
expedient o skew-symmetrize the whole construction. Let C$@d”, 5%) C C*(&, k%) be the 
subspace of skew cochains, where skewness is defined as in (4.7). Let Y: C’(& %)+ 
C,“(&“, 3,) be the skew-symmetrization: 
Then Sp is a chain map: &Y = Y8, &‘= Y$ hence (%I’) is a skew universal parametrix. We 
need to know that Sp preserves cocycles which vanish on affine maps. 
LEMMA 11.4. If u E Cn(i$n,Q”) is a 6 cocycle and u(+,, . . . ,#“) =0 when one & is afine, 
then the same is true of .Yu. 
Proof. It will be convenient o give the proof in terms of the associated “homogeneous 
cochain” u’ defined by 
u’(x0,. . . ,x,) = x:u(xdl,-‘, . . . ,X,-,X,-‘) E R”(dom x0 n . . . n dom x,). 
Note that u is uniquely determined by u’ by the formula u(#,,. . . ,&)= 
u’(&...+,,.. . , &,c$_ C#L, 1). u vanishes when + is an affine map A if and only if u’ vanishes 
when x. ,+, = Axi. Moreover, Lemma (5.1) implies that 
u’(xo,. . . , Axi,. . . ,x.) = u’(xo, . . . ,x,). (11.18) 
Finally, u is skew if and only if u’ is skew in the usual sense. 
Thus, to prove the lemma it suffices to show that 
(Pw)(xo, . . . IX.) = ~~~+,(sig”u)u’(x-“‘....,5’.‘)=0 
whenever xi+, = Axi. We show that the summands above are pairwise cancelled. Let u E S,+, 
such that U(S) = i and u(t) = i + 1, we choose CT’ E S n+l satisfying u’(s) = i + 1, u’(f) = i and 
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a’(j) = a(j), j# s, t. We have sign u’ = -sign u, and by (11.8) above 
U’(X60), . . . , XO(Sl, . . . , Xdth f . . 7 .k”J 
= II ‘(x,<,,,, . , xi, . . . , Axi, . . . , x,,,,) 
= U’(Xo(O,, . . . , xi, . . . , xi, . 1 . ) X,C”,) = u’(x,yo,, . . . , Ld 
Collecting our results, we can now state the following: 
THEOREM III. Let W’ = Spw’, then {G”} is a skew unirersal parametrix and IT = h*G” satisfies 
the hypotheses of Theorem II. 
Finally, if ci: @L(C”)+C denotes the ith Chern polynomial then by the remarks in 84 we 
have 
COROLLARY 11.5. Universal Riemann-Roth Theorem: K = y” (0”) where T” = 
Todd,(c,, . . . , c.) is the nth Todd polynomial. 
512. THE UNIVERSAL PARAMETRM WITHCOEFFICIENTSINABUNDLE 
We consider briefly the straightforward generalization of preceding sections to construct a 
universal parametrix for the Dolbeault complex with coefficients in a holomorphic C” bundle. 
We now have cochains on ~65,” with values in L*, K*(P) @ L(C”), and 8*, in the usual 
way, and holomorphic ochains with values in the first two complexes by the natural extension 
of definition(9.5). Then %*(&“, K*(@“) @ L(Cm)) is a module over (&(J&.“, L *) via the action 
analogous to (9.7): 
(a * dW, 44,. . b#b+&+r)) = (-W"rd(+,+l, &+d,... ($p+r, ~~+,))c((~,,Jl,),...(~,,ICI~.)) 
where the action on the coefficients is obtained by combining (9.1) and (4, $)*, namely 
+a((&+,, $,+,), . . . , (&I+, Jlp+rw#b+l, clr,+d . . . (4,+r, IJlp+r)YC((h w. . . (4% JIr)). 
We define V” = Vk + V5 on %’ = (d”.“, K*(P.“) @ JJC”)) by VZ = t E @ 1 and VA = the usual 
operator 6 defined via the action of ao” E Ce’(&““, L”) a,,“(+, $) = a,(+). It follows easily that 
the cochain a” E V*(&.“, L*) defined by a”i+‘.-‘(4, JI) = a”‘.-i(4), where a, as in (9.21), is a 
twisting cochain for V”. 
If we define a chain homotopy Pn” for K*(fP”) @ L(C”) by choosing a basis {wi} for Cm 
and letting 
P,“cfe’ @ dl’ A. ..hdS”Owi~wt)=P*Cfe’)Odl’h...hd)nOwj~wit 
then lemma (9.20) holds for Pn”, where in (iii) the equivariance is with respect o pairs (4,$) 
when 4 is afine and, IC, is constant. A chain homotopy Qm for the twisted differential V., now 
follows as in (10.1). If we let T”‘.” =&e’h * . . A e” @ dl’ A ’ - . A d<” @ I=“, then 
(ST”~.“)(~, JI) is 
e’h...he”Od5’h...hd5n01- det i(i) 
detA(~)(z,[)e’A”‘Ae” 
@dl’h..’ A dS” @ S-‘(+4(S)} 
which vanishes on A so again we can complete r”‘.” to a V,, cycle T”, as in (10.3). We note that 
by our construction T* is additive in the coefficients: 
7XX41, 41 0 &I), . . . , (A, CGb 0 $3) 
= TY-p((h 4,) . . . (4P, CGbN +e~-%h @I) * . . (4PV 4%)). 
Finally define g, E C*(.&,, g*) by gmp’-p-‘(($I, J ), . . . , (4,, h)> = gp’-p-‘(41,. . . , h,), 
where g is defined in $10. Then by the same formula as in Theorem (10.9) using the natural 
representation of C*(an.“, 8*) in Hom(%*(&“, K*(fl’.“) @J L(C”), C*(SBn.“, % @ L(C”))) we 
get a universal parametrix {~““}::b. Applying to this the skew symmetrization Y we have 
obtained: 
THEOREM III’. Let Grn4 = P’@“‘, then (6”‘) is a skew universal parametrix for C” vector 
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bundles over n-manifolds, and I?, = tr A*&,,” satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem II’. 
COROLLARY 12.1. Universal Riemann-Roth Theorem for vector bundles: 
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where Yi represents the ith Todd polynomial. 
Proof. By Theorem II’, it only remains to identify ti with Fi; but this is standard (cf. similar 
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